
Preliminary Report from County Website Data 

on Aircraft Noise 

Data collected April 16, 2014 to February 23, 2015 

 

The following charts indicate frequency by time of day,  by type of loudness, and by day of the month (for some 

months).  The narrative describes comments made by type of loudness. 

There are 2167 submissions.  The data from the spreadsheet supplied by the County was found to have some omissions 

by the users, that is, some data (such as time, or comment) within their submission were blank,  and in some cases the 

data (such as time and/or date) were entered in a non-standard fashion.  In each case a confusing data element was 

reconciled by correlating a comment, or date of recording by the county to a more correct coding of time or data.  Times 

were placed into ranges of morning, afternoon and evening, and then some comments and time entries lent themselves 

to "morning and afternoon" and/or to "day and evening". In some cases, the cell had to remain blank due to lack of 

information. 

The County website allows the user to select from 4 loudness categories:  Disrupted Activities, Low Rumble, Rumble and 

Vibration, and Extremely Loud. 

The comments, though quite lengthy, are included because they are so illustrative of the various experiences related to 

jet noise. 

C.Kerlin, March 25, 2015  
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COUNTY WEBSITE AIRCRAFT NOISE COMMENTS, BY TYPE OF LOUDNESS 

APRIL 16, 2014 - FEBRUARY 23, 2015 

DISRUPTED ACTIVITIES 

11:09am huge blast, 11:50 roar, 12 noon deep rumble- 60dbA, 12:08pm overflight and giant roar and booming, 1:25pm overflight, 

1:26 roaring and booming-65dbA, 1:29 constant roar, 8:05pm-8:50pm constant roar, 9:24pm -FCLP'S? 

2 hours lost sleep and then two hours lost productivity next morning, costly to my livelihood 

2 jets twice too low and duration of noise would suggest they made a turn over the island 

2 jets visible flying very low 

2 or more Growlers flying over Lopez disturbing folks picking berries.  I tried to ignore them but finally looked up to see a jet to the 

southest.  Noise lasted a number of minutes. 

3 jets flying low in formation 

3 jets flying way too low 

3 nights in a row the noise makes it impossible to sleep.  This is torture. 

4 overflights - so far, but we expect more 

"65 dba, runway 25, FCLP's 

Operations says they will end at 10:30pm.  Hard to sleep with the roar." 

70 - 85 dBA all day. Occasional breaks, overflights roaring, walls of sound.  Trying to work at home - constant disruption. 

"70 dbA inside. Navy is doing FCLP on runway 25 until 12:15am 

Hard to sleep" 

"70-85dbA for about 20 minutes 

10-11pm noise returned" 

"70dbA measured outside. 

Windows rattling. Came inside from gardening to get away from noise" 

"7pm 4 BIG  blasts and vibrations 70dBA inside 

7:07, 7:09, 7:13, 7:20 sustained blasts 

8:40pm - 12:30am 65dBA - 85dBA inside house - trying to rest in the war zone." 

"8:13- 70dBA inside Huge roar 

9am Wall of sound 70dBA inside - house rattling 

9:57 - 70dBA + inside 

9:59 - another blast 



11am still at it 

12:15 Still growling 

12:25 - 65dBA inside" 

8:30-9:30 pm disruptive loud overflights, had to stop conversations several times 

80 dB Flying low...no reason to fly so low 

81 dB  LONG PERIOD OF NIOSE 

81 Db  LONG, SLOW, LOW, BADDD 

"81 db 

FROST ISLAND" 

81Db    2nd GROWLER IN 2 MINUTES 

85 Db FLYING VERY LOW, FOR COMPARISION, A FLYOVER AT 12:15 WAS 77 Db AND WAS AT MUCH HIGHER ELEVATION 

9:58 a.m. House shook 30-40 sec.  Similar events 10:14, 10:46,10:49,11:27a.m. 

"9:58 loud blast shook house for 30-40 seconds. 

Similar events at 10:14, 10:46, 10:49, 11:27 a.m. 

12:14 p.m. extremely loud overflight. 

Intermittent loud disturbance 5:30 p.m." 

a couple of other times, and then 10:35pm and 10:52pm quite loud. Will try for some sleep but doubtful if this noise level continues. 

a full 12 hours of torture today.  constant rumble and rattle of our house, loud flyovers, jet fuel exhaust smell outside. shock and 

awe of americans...how patriotic is that? who is going to pay for our PTSD? 

A large aircraft flew VERY low over my house at Eagle Point, in BOTH directions, coming from, and then a few minutes later at 

6:07pm, returning toward, Whidbey Island. This happens too often. 

A lot of very noisy rumbling.   It is hard to concentrate with constant noise. 

A loudoud flyover.    There has also been frequent loud rumbling.   Not a good day. 

A noisy flyover. 

A third loud growler jet directly overhead, flying low.  This is harassment. 

A very bad day with frequent flyovers and constant noise. 

A very loud "fly-over" and the second one today (one mid morning) 

A very noisy flyover 

About 5-7 noise events between 4pm and now, a couple very loud, several low rumbles. 

Again we have to close our windows on a summer night to try to shut out the racket. 

Aircraft flew by at 11:26, 11:38 and then again at 11.40am!  This is crazy! 



Aircraft flying over NE Lopez.  Visible and very loud when it banked.  Other aircraft flying similar pattern further East heard for next 

hour. 

Aircraft flying overhead woke me from sleep after midnight 

Aircraft noise was so loud I thought a plane was about to crash.  Rumbling and vibration has continued all day and it is now 9 pm and 

still loud. 

Aircraft very visible directly over Lopez at approx. 1,000 ft. unable to talk with people without shouting at 5'. 

Aircraft were flying low, features were well visible, flying in formation. 

"Aleck Bay: morning noon and night jet noise shook the ground blood and bones. Noise too loud to ignore. Noise usurped 

efforts to build the American dream." 

All day, hard to concentrate on work because of loud vibrating rumbling, and ruined our walk on Iceberg Point 

all evening and into the night, made it impossible to get to sleep 

Almost all morning, dreadful roar from jets. While inside, the noise drowns out music. While outside, it is a horrible roar. It is a 

DEEPLY disturbing and horrible noise, an insidious and harmful form of acoustic pollution. 

Almost constant noise. 50 -75 dbA Rumbling, overflights and jarring roars. 

Almost continuous, incessant jet noise for hours and hours today and now into the evening. Completely disruptive, very disturbing 

noise. Undermines all other activities. Truly unbelievable that this is considered acceptable. 

Almost continuous, incessant jet noise for hours and hours today and now into the evening. Completely disruptive, very disturbing 

noise. Undermines all other activities. Truly unbelievable that this is considered acceptable. 

Almost continuous, incessant jet noise for hours and hours today and now into the evening. Completely disruptive, very disturbing 

noise. Undermines all other activities. Truly unbelievable that this is considered acceptable. 

Almost continuous, incessant jet noise for hours and hours today and now into the evening. Completely disruptive, very disturbing 

noise. Undermines all other activities. Truly unbelievable that this is considered acceptable. 

Almost continuous, incessant jet noise for hours and hours today and now into the evening. Completely disruptive, very disturbing 

noise. Undermines all other activities. Truly unbelievable that this is considered acceptable. 

Almost continuous, incessant jet noise for hours and hours today and now into the evening. Completely disruptive, very disturbing 

noise. Undermines all other activities. Truly unbelievable that this is considered acceptable. 

Almost continuous, incessant jet noise for hours and hours today and now into the evening. Completely disruptive, very disturbing 

noise. Undermines all other activities. Truly unbelievable that this is considered acceptable. 

Almost continuous, incessant jet noise for hours and hours today and now into the evening. Completely disruptive, very disturbing 

noise. Undermines all other activities. Truly unbelievable that this is considered acceptable. 

Almost continuous, incessant jet noise for hours and hours today and now into the evening. Completely disruptive, very disturbing 

noise. Undermines all other activities. Truly unbelievable that this is considered acceptable. 

Almost continuous, incessant jet noise for hours and hours today and now into the evening. Completely disruptive, very disturbing 

noise. Undermines all other activities. Truly unbelievable that this is considered acceptable. 

Almost continuous, incessant jet noise for hours and hours today and now into the evening. Completely disruptive, very disturbing 

noise. Undermines all other activities. Truly unbelievable that this is considered acceptable. 



Also disrupted sleep 7/13 at 10:44pm, varies from low rumble to loud at 7;13 10:19pm, 7/14 9:30am, 10:06am, 10:13am, 10:24am, 

12:25pm, 12:28pm, 12"37pm, 3:01pm, 3:48pm, 5:56pm, 6:01pm disrupted activities, 6:04pm, 6:05pm, 7:51pm, 8:39pm 

Also flyovers at 9:59pm, 10:18pm that were all rattling windows in the house. Also 10:55pm not as loud but still loud rumbling. 

Also loud at 10:11am, 10:41am, 11:47am 

"Also loud at 7:47am, 8:17 am, 10:50am, 11:45am, 12:15pn disrupted activities, 2:59pm same, 3:01pm low rumble, 3:03 pm same 

and several others between 11am and 2pm but was not able to note specific times" 

Also very loud to low rumble at several other times during the day and evening 

An unpleasant day of frequent flyovers. 

Anacortes ferry line. Could not talk over the jet noise. Crowds looked up while jet went over saying " .......that's loud"!!! Too much 

cloud cover to see the jet. 

Annoying rumbling throughout the day, at various volumes, from "low"  to "extremely loud." 

Another  miserable day with very frequent jet noise. 

Another flight 

ANOTHER jet directly over Mud Bay.  LOUD and prolonged ROAR.  Foggy and cloudy but there is no doubt this is a growler.  Could 

not hear the conversation I was having on the phone. There must be two or three up there, the roaring noise is ongoing. 

ANOTHER LOUD JET directly overhead, flying low.  This time I could see it.  Too loud. 

Another low rumbler.  Goes on forever 

Another miserable, noisy day courtesy of the US Navy. 

Another peaceful walk ruined 

ANOTHER prolonged roar, rumble and vibration.  They just keep coming!  Very disruptive to trying to keep a train of thought in my 

work. Lopez island 

At Chadwick Hill Natl. Monument. 60-75dBA. Touch and go at NAS. Very unpleasant.  Did our legislators know that the Oak Harbor 

jobs would degrade the whole region? 

Atmosphere permeated with loud roaring 

Attending large yoga class at Grace Church social hall. Class was interupted by loud flyover, north to south 

Awakened me from sleep twice - at 9:23 pm and 9:35 pm. Maybe 2 jets?  Does their supervisor say it's okay to fly over at night? Are 

the pilots following orders?  Or just having fun. 

"Background, ongoing roar and rumble. 

The noise is DREADFUL and very disturbing, unnerving." 

Between 10:30pm and 11:15pm, I heard at least 5 instances of Growler noise, each of which disrupted my activities. 

Between 12:33 and 1:16pm, I heard at least 8 instances of Growler noise, all of which disrupted my activites. 

Can not hear my TV. This site is so user unfriendly. Fix it. 



Cannot be outside.  The constant rumble is unbearable and are getting louder, and the vibrations go through my body.  The house 

feels like it is vibrating, so there is no peace anywhere. 

Cannot hear conversation spoken between two people 

Cannot hear the evening news. Stupid jets. our nation needs these jets, but there is a happy medium. Stop making so much noise. 

Cloudy so could not see, but the jets sounded as though they were very low directly above 

Constant noise ranging from 50 - 71 dba in the house. Very difficult to sleep with the intermittent crashing roars. 

Continuous high volume 

could not have phone conversation from inside the house 

Could not hear conversation with person 4 feet from me. 

Could not see aircraft due to low cloud cover.  Sounds like it took a circular pass overhead.  Interrupted meeting. 

Could not see the plane.  From the direction of the sound it was traveling to the N NE 

Could see, but not identify,  very noisy plane flying over central part of Lopez - presume a "growler." 

Couldn't hear the broadcasted radio in doors.  Floor shook. 

Couldn't talk outside.  Inside the chairs rattled. 

Couldn't think or communicate with office mates until it passed 

Cut off conversation. 

Day noise louder than construction noise at Port Stanley. Hard to sleep 

delightful sunny day walk with war movie soundtrack . Like a wedding ceremony with a jackhammer!! 

Did not see the aircraft. Had to stop the riding lesson that I was instructing and wait until the noise diminished. 

Didn't see aircraft. 

didn't see plane; just heard very loud noise 

Disrupted a gather 

Disrupted a meeting for a minute 

Disrupted business phone conversation inside home 

disrupted conversation , unable to hear tv 

Disrupted conversation in my office. 

Disrupted conversation in our home. 

Disrupted conversation with dinner guest. 

Disrupted dinner, conversation, peace and sanity.  Growler low flyover 

Disrupted my activities while wokring at home.  Nice day and had to shut all the windows 



Disrupted phone call 

Disrupted phone conversation. 

Disrupted sleep 

Disrupted sleep 

Disrupted sleep 

Distrupted conversation 

disturbed my sleep again 

Disturbed sleep 

disturbing level of jet noise 

Disturbing noise for over an hour. continues... 

Dreadful and disturbing ongoing noise. Deeply disturbing noise, while outside or inside. Feel it as well as hear it. 

Dreadful background roar of varying intensity, often as much felt internally as  heard. Deeply disturbing. It is as wrong to pollute and 

destroy the acoustic environment as it is to pollute water and air. 

Endless noise and misery from NAS Whidbey. 

Excessive jet noise from jets above the home. 

Extended low level flyover of Fisherman Bay that was very loud and lasted over 30 seconds 

Extreme torture today and tonight. Measured 108 dB c scale this evening at 845pm.  Roar has been constant since 7pm tonight 

disrupting dinner and work. Shock and awe in American soil. 

Extremely loud and it interrupted a business conference call. Three Growlers flew over in formation 

Extremely loud blast of noise  Conversation inside had to stop 

Extremely loud flyover. Disrupted business conversation 

Extremely loud jet overpass disrupted  by elementary music class.  The students had to stop singing. 

Extremely loud jet roar. Frightened me because I thought the building I was in might be collapsing, until I realized it sounded like the 

growler jets. 

extremely loud, low altitude ,vibrations ! 

F-18 overflight caused me to have to pause my phone conversation and wait for it to pass. 

"FCLP on Runway 32 - 72dbA inside 

Family member ill.  Difficult to sleep with the constant noise" 

FCLP still happening at NAS. 60dBA Can't hear the breeze or the birds. 

FCLP? 70-75dBA inside.  Very difficult at night. No where to go. Ear protection doesn't work - everything still vibrates. 

Filming happening at Agate Beach.  Had to constantly stop filming because of jet noise. They were trying to film the peace and quiet. 



Flew over us heading west, woke us up 

"flying  low...why??  81dB 

 

2 planes about 1 minute apart" 

Flying just se of our house over aleck bay 

flying south to north 

Flying very low SE to NW direction.disrupted sleep. 

flying west to east in clouds 

For days now my peace is being disturbed - the constant loud flights are harming me. 

Frequent noisy episodes in the last hour. 

Frightening, disturbing, the first time I thought it was the end of the world. Atomic explosion? Volcano? 

"full military power flying south to north 

waking us up from sleep. flying low, playing in the weather front" 

Gardening with ear protection? Nasty loud rumbling! 

Growler aircraft flew over our house and woke us up from sleeping. 

Growler aircraft flying above, and to the left and right.  So noisy that conversation had to stop and we had to press our hands to our 

ears. 

Growler jet flew over or near our house waking us both up from sleeping. 

Growler jet flying directly overhead.  VERY VERY VERY loud.  Had to come inside. Continuous roaring of jets all afternoon. 

Growler jet flying fairly low to the south.  Long rumble and vibration. Disrupted conversation. 

Growler jet flying low directly above our home.  Disruptive screaming and roaring sound. 

Growler jet flying VERY LOW over Mud Bay.  Screaming, roaring noise penetrated our home.  Prolonged roar. 

Growler jets flying low directly over our home.  So loud we had to cover our ears. 

Growlers are flying runway 25 - no special operation - just flying - No possible to sleep. Scheduled to fly until 12:45am 

Growlers rattling my table throughout dinner and onward after 10pm on a Tuesday night? C'mon guys, knock it off. 

had to run for my house.  LOUD. 

Had to shorten our walk today because the noise and vibration near the water was painful. 

had to stop conference call with client until jet passed 

Had to stop conversation until jet nose stopped 

Happened to be outside with a contractor.  HUGE roar and rumble, disrupted conversation with a workman. 



hard to talk wile working. Had to plug ears to keep them from hurting. 

Heard it, dogs ran and hid, conversation stopped 

Heard loud noise from inside the house. Disrupted listening to radio. 

Heard more than 5 successive instances of Growler noise, which disrupted my activity. 

Heard, but could not see, aircraft four times within the hour and again at 2:37 PM 

Helicopter flying very low - appeared to be military.  I forgot to note the exact time but it was around noon. 

Hiking on Chadwick Hill. 70-85dbA sporatic blasts.  Tourists on the hill were horrified. Asked why "they" allowed this kind of noise in 

this area. INdeed - WHY? 

Horrible intermittent jet roar, deeply disturbing and unsettling. It is HORRIBLE to have jet noise invade our environment day after 

day, week after week, month after month. This is a very harmful form of pollution. 

Horrible noise and roar, windows rattling, horrible inner sensations from jet noise. How is it possible that this is allowable? These are 

noises associated with war time. It is utterly unconscionable to destroy our acoustic environment  this way. 

Horrible ongoing jet noise, deeply disturbing noise and vibration. How can this possibly be legal??? 

Horrible ongoing roar, rattling my bones. It is wrong to allow our acoustic environment to be severely polluted and degraded by jet 

noise. 

Horrible roar. Overwhelms all other sounds in the environment, inside and outside. Creates horrible, repeated sensation of stress 

and dread, an autonomic response. The noise of these jets is extremely detrimental to health and well-being. 

Horrible. Tried to tell you more but was cut off. This Noise is silly 

House vibrates during a huge roar and rumble.  Distracted me from my research. 

HUGE jet flying LOW over Mud Bay, Lopez.  Not a growler.  Incredible noise.  Stopped conversation. 

HUGE Roaring noise and vibration.  The activity of the jets is escalating.  I feel the vibrations of the roar. 

HUGE rumble, roar and vibration.  Shook the house.  Mud Bay, Lopez 

HUGE TREMENDOUS ROAR that is shaking the house right now.  Had to stop my work. 

I am at work, and am repeatedly interrupted by the dreadful and disturbing noise and vibrations of navel jets. 

i appreciate the recent quiet, thanks.  Two jets came over today though. . .:( 

I have been startled out of my concentration on a report that I am writing under a deadline by the roar of two growlers directly over 

Mud Bay, my home.  Flying low with prolonged shriek and rumble. 

I recently hear that the NAS Whidbey 'planes are not allowed to fly directly over the islands.   If that is true then they very frequently 

disregard this requirement. 

I recently overheard tourists talking about how the noise of jets ruined their vacation. They vacation in the islands regularly, and 

found the noise unbearable. It ruined their time outdoors. They thought they would not return because of jet noise. 

I was bringing my goats back home. It was difficult to communicate commands effectively to them. 

I was gardening outside and had to stop the noise was so loud. 



I was having an intense conversation with an employee and had to stop until the Growler passed over. 

I was in my studio working.  I lost concentration because of the sudden loud noise.  My calligraphy piece was ruined.  My ears hurt.  

There have been 3 flyover above my house in the last few minutes.  I'm going to have to put on ear protection muffs 

I was planning to walk down to Mackaye Harbor this morning, but now I will not due to excessive jet noise. Just heard two more 

ROARS with vibration. 

I was sleeping until I was awakened by a tremendous roar of a jet, perhaps overhead, but certainly very nearby. 

I was stacking wood with a friend, and he looked up and said, wow, there they go AGAIN!!! 

I was working in the woods on a land survey project. Rumble was continous and distracting. Could not imagine having to live with 

this full time as the neighbors do. 

I'm inside working with a CD playing.  Hard to hear my music and my ears are hurting. 

INCREDIBLE ROARING of jet engines.  Not sure what is going on. 

Intermittent jet noise for at least 30 minutes. Time for quiet so I can get to sleep 

Interrupted a conversation, had to wait to finish. 

Interrupted music practice--trying to hear self through headphones 

interrupted our dinner together 

Inturrupted conversation! 

It has been rumbling noise for 3 hours-- now loud fly over. 

It is after 10:30 at night.  Why am I still hearing the roar of jet engines and feeling the vibrations?  How can I get to sleep? This is 

unnerving. 

It is very difficult to sleep with this noise 

It's nearly bedtime and the jets are still roaring, the roar penetrates inside the house. AWFUL NOISE. 

Jerks 

Jet flight overhead. Couldn't hear conversation in the room 

Jet noise beginning for the night 

Jet noise continues to range around our home.  I had to leave our house today because I finally could not stand being vibrated so 

continuously.  I have returned for dinner and will likely leave again.  the jet noise is intolerable. 

Jet noise disrupted my work - writing memo inside my house. Forced to rewrite one page due to disruption. noise forced to rewrite 

memo 

Jet roar continues.  Can't walk outside to hear natural sounds.  There is a constant ROAR 

Jet roaring overhead. Coincidentally I am listening to an ACRP webinar on airport noise impacts. I could not hear the audio for about 

a minute 

Jet woke me up from sleep, too late 

Jets are flying all over the place (mud Bay, Lopez).  Almost constant jet rumbles from all directions.  Simply cannot concentrate. 



Jets flying around and above.  Very noisy and roaring. Disturbing and distracting. 

Jets roaring well past bedtime last night, and again first thing this morning. Sound penetrates all other sounds, even indoors. 

Just trying to get to sleep and a jet roars above.  Loud, prolonged and disruptive. Angry, so I got up to send this note. 

Kept awake by loud low rumbling of jets doing carrier landing practice on Runway 32 

Living with constant noise is distracting and exhausting. 

Load jets and then earth shaking helicopter. Half hour of low rumble making it hard to fall asleep or read. 

Load very load 

LONG CONTINUOUS roar rumble and vibration 

Loud aircraft overhead.  VERY LOUD.  Sounded low overhead but could not see it due to cloud cover.  Had to cover my ears. 

Loud and booming roar from passing jet. Not usually this loud over Friday Harbor 

Loud deep rumbles from planes last evening prevented a family member from falling asleep as scheduled 

loud disturbingj jet noise 

Loud enough to interrupt conversation.  Also, the sea lions stop making their normal noises during growler attacks and for several 

hours thereafter.   The navy needs to move these jets, or just get rid of them 

Loud jet flying directly overhead, low. 

Loud jet overhead, prolonged roaring. Disrupted conversation. We had to go inside. 

Loud loud loud aircraft flying above.  Could not hear conversation.  Had to hold hands over my ears. 

Loud low Growler visible flying just East of my home!  This is the second aircraft in a row. 

Loud low-pitched menacing rumble going on for the last hour or so out by Cattle Point. 

Loud near-overflights disrupted sleep and caused neighboring dogs to bark, on and on and on. 

Loud overflight -- disrupted computer work activity. 

Loud overflight disrupted computer work. 

Loud overflight that disrupted computer work. 

Loud overflight which disrupted an outdoor conversation.  Had to wait for the jet to pass.   An hour or so later jet came by that I 

could hear over a table saw running and through my ear protection. 

Loud overflight.  Continued rumbling form the southeast.  Disrupted computer work. 

Loud overflight.  Continued rumbling form the southeast.  Disrupted computer work. 

Loud overflight.  Disrupted activities inside in office. 

Loud overflight.  Disrupted listening to an audio tape.  As plane turned, vibrated our house. 

Loud overflight.  Disrupted work on computer. 

Loud overflight.  Interrupted my phone call. Lasted only a minute by interupted the call. 



Loud overflights of several F-18 aircraft.  Disrupted work in my inside office. 

loud planes over our house 

Loud roar of jet passing overhead 

LOUD ROARING noise.  Vibration.  PROLONGED NOISE.  Growler jet directly above Mud Bay 

loud rumble from WNAS that disrupted sleep.  Going on for 15 minutes plus 

loud rumble stopped communication in my home. 

Loud rumble. rude wakeup 

Loud rumbling for the last hour and half 

Loud, very loud 

Lound overflight disrupted computer activity.   Right now a number of F-18's overflying with high noise levels 

low altitude with loud noise 

Low disruptive continuous rumble, increasing in intensity until my hearing was greatly distorted. Cannot work at writing while this 

ominous rumbling persists. 

Low flight very loud 

Low flying growler flying directly over Mud Bay.  very Loud, Very prolonged. Could not continue my phone conversation because I 

could not hear the other party. 

Low flying Growlers over house and nearby.  Also, vibration and rumbling most of the morning into early afternoon. 

Low Flying Growlers, seen just at the cloud level, disrupted my work activities, extremely loud with vibrations.  Into the 3rd week of 

daily noise!!!! 

low flying jet 

Low flying jet disrupted business phone call 

Low flying jet flying north (along west side of Lopez?0 

Low flying jet over the house. Trying to get to sleep 

Low flying jet.  Loud enough to stop conversation indoors. 

low flying over head 

Low overflight just outside office window, disrupted conversation in house while it passed 

Low overflight.  Disrupted concentration and computer work indoors 

Low, loud rumble distracted those at Lopez Island School Board meeting. Occurred several times. 

Low-flying Growler aircraft near my home late into the evening, disrupted our sleep with rumbling and vibration 

Low-flying growler and P-8 (4 jet engine plane) circling over my house, loud and vibrations 

More jets flying overhead, from west to east.  Very disruptive. 



more of a regular plane from base not loud scarry growler 

Multiple loud overflights and sustained roars this evening and afternoon.  FCLPS now. 

multiple passes between 10:00 AM and 11:00 AM 

My house and my body are vibrating from jet roar.  I have to stop my writing project. 

My husband and I were in the basement having a discussion about water damage when the fighter jet interrupted our conversation 

to the point we could not hear each other. 

My niece and her family were visiting yesterday. My young grandnephew looked worried and asked, "Is that an earthquake?" 

My wife thought it was thunder 

Near constant loud rumbling for the last three hours (at least) - another miserable day courtesy of the navy. 

No ... didn't go outside to look.  Windows rattled, house shook, dog scared, sounds of war 

Noise all day long, now I can't even sleep?!?!?  Ruined art project in progress with vibration.  Enough!!! 

"Noise events for the rest of the day: 

12:42pm 70dbA 40 seconds 

12:46pm 60dbA 

1:20 pm 66dbA   

3:15 pm 60 dbA 

4:25 pm 70 dbA 

5:20 pm 71 dbA 

5:36 pm 65 dbA 

11:30pm - 1:30 am  disrupted sleep" 

Noise so lud it woke napping child at Lopez children's Center - he woke suddenly & said "whats that?" as a plane flew over Lopez 

village.  Nap time had to end early. 

Noise started at 10:30am - sporatically all day.  From 6:30pm - 11pm FCLP at Ault.  70-85dbA inside reading.  Impossible to sleep. 

noisy all day and beyond 7pm a contant roaring 

Not able to have a conversation or even hear the TV or phone rings. 

Now it sounds like jets are flying all over above.  What's going on?  I cannot concentrate on my work. 

Numerous jet flights above.   Loud enough to keep me awake.  Why must they fly when people are trying to sleep? 

Occured at 12:11 pm and 1:35 pm, had to stop conversations while aircraft was overhead. 

Ongoing background roar that disrupts all peace 

Ongoing noise.  Not possible to sleep. 



Ongoing rumble, at times rattling the windows, and overflights all morning long and now extending into the afternoon.  Distracts 

with the almost constant background rumble and moments of high noise and vibration. 

Over the period of 1 hr, 5 x at least one aircraft overhead 

overcast 

Overcast and dark so did not see. Heard very loud roar of passing jet bearing North over Friday Harbor. 

Overflight 

Overflight woke me through and open window.  Followed by loud ground rumble at 12:58 and a second overflight, less loud at 1:04 

pm 

Overflight, sounded like and F-18 disrupted our Quaker meeting singing service.  Short duration,  caused a distraction in our meeting 

for worship. 

Overhead loud jet -- sounded like F-18.   Disrupted computer work in indoors office.  Noticed, stopped, allowed to pass and then 

resumed. 

Peace shattered by ongoing roars from air base 

plane felt so low!!  and loud and vibrating everything! 

Pretty loud even inside the house 

Relatively constant loud Growler Aircraft noise and vibration coming from Whidbey Is. Naval Air Station 

relatively continuously, peak noise impossible to converse over, after a while very hard on psyche 

Repeated multiple near-flyovers.  Disrupted sleep. 

Right over head 

Roar and Rumble and vibration.  Conversation with local contractor stopped as contractor winced at the noise. Mud Bay, Lopez. 

Roar and shriek from some sort of low-flying jet over my home.  Woke me from much-needed sleep.  Prolonged roar. 

Roar from air base.  Disturbed sleep. 

Roar from Growler interrupts listening to the news....I am so very tired of this noise every night these weeks at this time!!!! 

Roar, rumble and vibration continues all afternoon it seems.  House vibrates.  Very distracted from my work. 

Roaring jet noise all around.  Cannot be outside. 

Roaring jet noise all around.  Mud Bay, Lopez island 

Roaring jet noise all around.  Very distracting to my work.  Does it have anything to do with interruption of my satellite signal? 

Roaring jet noise. Even though this noise is now commonplace, it is dreadful and disturbing. It causes repeated and sustained startle 

response. The noise is deeply disturbing and disruptive. 

Roars, constant and sporatic - 60-70dBA.  WE NEED A SCHEDULE!  Is this FCLP? CCA? Wil it go on all day? 

Rumble and vibration, ongoing. Windows rattling. Neighborhood dogs all barking. 



rumble frightened me from sleep. it wasn't loud like an earthquake isn't loud, or a distant train wreck isn't, still, my body reacts with 

terror. And I know what it is. what do the deer and mice and other critters feel exposed to alien nois 

rumbling and noise continued every 1-3 minutes for 4 hours.  Torture!Then I had to leave this end of the island to be able to get any 

work done. 

Run ups . Disrupt sleep! 

Saw two aircraft flying NE across Watmough Bay beach 

Scary 

Scary,define ly works if what you want to do is scare people 

Second overflight this hour 

"Series of very loud blasts: 

6:03pm , 6:10pm, 6:17pm, 6:21pm, 6:37pm Sounds like wall of sound - engine testing?" 

Several overflight passes.  Loud sound disrupted concentration on computer work in inside office. 

severe low rumble shaking house walls and windows 

should have a category for ear damaging, this was a low flying jet.  went on all morning. disrupted business meeting 

Sleep interrupted - so loud and intense we felt vibrations 

Sleeping outside and loud rumble, middle of the night woke me.  Lasted for 20 minutes or so. 

So loud I could not speak with my husband across the room. 

So much activity lately!! 

Some very noisy activity directly over the island.   Very unpleasant and very disruptive. 

Sound of Growler fly over (s) so loud I can hear it over the Christmas music we have on inside our home!  I have been hearing this on 

and off for a year now.    I am now grateful for this site.... 

Sounded like it was flying north at a fairly low altitude - not as low as at other times 

sounds worse than a forest fire crowning 

sporatic 70-75 dbA  Had to stop a conversation in a meeting - again and again 

sporatic blasts between 11am and 12:13.  At 1:30 the roaring begins.  FCLP?  Ends around 4pm Why are we creating a war zone out 

of San Juan County? 

Sporatic loud blasts of noise 

"Sporatic low roar - 65dbA 

Is this FCLP?  WE NEED A SCHEDULE!" 

Starting early the Growlers were out today.  Decided to come in from a walk- too disturbing.  Wonder if I should sell and get out of 

here before property prices drop more as a result of the NAVY!! 

stop flying over Lopez Island. 



Stopped a dinner engagement. Note that it was way out of its designated fly area. Is this payback???? 

stopped gardening due to the noise 

Terrifying noise sent normally calm animals running into the house! 

The acoustic pollution from these jets is dreadful.  Noise from the jets invades the entire environment, creating a truly dreadful 

sense of unease and disquiet that is antithetical to health and well being. 

The jet noise continues unabated.  Jets are roaring all around.  I cannot maintain my concentration on my research and writing. 

The jets are flying all over the place.  Constant roar and rumble and vibration.  I cannot continue my research and writing.  I am too 

distracted.  My chair is vibrating. 

The jets have flown almost all day, continuing now into the evening. The noise is horrible, deeply disturbing and unsettling. 

Impossible to ignore. 

The Navy noisily announced their presence at 10.08am.   Fifty plus minutes later they are still rumbling. 

The noise continues.  Very difficult to have this much noise at night.  At 10:45 and 10:47 huge blasts 90dBA 

The noise is awful, day after day, night after night, a dreadful background roar that disrupts all peace. This is an insidious and 

harmful form of pollution. This sort of noise is utterly unacceptable. 

The noise level has increased since earlier this morning, the walls are vibrating. There are DREADFUL roars, roar after roar, each roar 

causes a horrible sense of physical unease. This is intolerable. 

The noise never really ends - it just pauses between onslaughts. 

The ROARING and VIBRATION Continue!  Have to turn the TV up VERY LOUD in order to hear it.  This is unbearable. 

The roaring begins.  Is it FCLP's? WE NEED A SCHEDULE! 

The Roaring, rumbling and VIBRATIONs continue.  Now I am worried I will not be able to get to sleep at a decent hour.  4th day of 

being VIBRATED to CRAZINESS. 

The rumble just starting, disrupting international phone conference call.  we are calculating the work time lost due to these 

interruptions globally. 

The vibrations are prolonged and continuing.  I have to leave my home right now and go somewhere else today.  My life is disrupted. 

There has been a low rumble over my mid-Lopez home for hours, loud enough to make me feel anxious and freak out my pets. 

There have been a number of overflights this evening, all disturbing to one degree or another, but this one was lower --- AND it is 

almost 11pm!!  It would be nice to think we are sometime going to be allowed to sleep 

There have been several similar loud disturbing jet roars over the past hour. 

There is a very loud intermittent rumbling.  It is not pleasant on the beach when this is happening 

There were 36 noise events throughout the day from 8AM til 10:45PM , 11:45-1:35PM, 3:10- 4:05PM, 5:45-6:40PM, 9PM-10:45PM   

The decibel levels recorded for each incident mentioned were: 10-15 decibels, inside the hose,  65-75 dBA 

There's another growler flying low over Mud bay, following the first two. Prolonged roar.  I am totally distracted from my work.  Is 

this going to go on all day? How can I concentrate? 

These overflights have been going on since 10:30am 



Third noisy fly-over today 

This is like living next to the runway at SeaTac.  Move these things to Alaska (where they love all things military) or retrofit them with 

noise abatement . 

This is the "wall of sound noise" . It builds and then stays steady. Very uncomfortable to be outside in this noise. 76-83dbA outside 

this is very disturbing, makes me nervous. rattling my shelves, scaring my dog, please stop! 

Thought I could have a quiet night tonight,.  Impossible.  As I write this, the jets are roaring around like constant thunder. Mud Bay 

Lopez island 

Throughout the week 10/13-10/17 I have been disturbed by on and off all day until late at night rumbling as well as a number of low 

flying jets.  Rumbles sound like thunder.  How is it I hear this CONSTANT NOISE so far away from NAS Whidbey? 

Too LOUD!! 

Too low and loud.  There was an earlier one just as loud, but I didn't get the exact time. 

TREMENDOUS ROAR AND VIBRATION, Mud Bay, Lopez 

Trying to work at home.  the blasts are jarring. I can feel the adrenalin.  I wonder how many of us have these involuntary startle 

responses? WE NEED A SCHEDULE - AND LESS NOISE. 

"Trying to work at home. constant disruption of noise inside house. 

2:50pm 65dbA , 2:54pm 70 dbA, 3pm 65dbA, 3:04 another blast, 

3:06 65dbA, 4:30 loud rumbling, 

9:30pm 55dbA Another night of roar?, 9:46pm 63dbA" 

Trying to work on a report and interrupted by a loud prolonged roar of jet above.  Concentration broken. 

Two aircraft flying in formation, disrupted outdoor gathering 

Two growler jets flying low over Mud Bay.  Noisy.  Disruptive.  Their roar comes ahead of them and stays until they are out of sight. 

Two Growlers visible over N.Lopez - low & loud! 

Two jets flying close together flew very low & directly over Lopez Village.  Extremely loud. 

Two jets flying low and close together like at the Seafair flyover on Lake Washington 

Two low flying jets over our home.  Conversation outside had to stop due to the roar. 

Unable to converse in home. 

Unable to hear conversation 

Unable to hear conversation. 

Unable to sleep due to jet activity 

Unbearable roaring for hours 

Variable roar and intermittent Blasts to the east. FCLP?  trying to work inside - 65-70dBA 

very annoying noise from repeated flyovers. 



Very loud also low rumble to vibrations at several other times including 5:15pm, 9:25pm 

very loud and very long durations, over and over while trying to go to bed 

VERY LOUD jet flying above the house, disrupting the sleep of a person recovering from surgery. 

Very loud jet overhead - had to stop conversation - husband commented: "this never used to happen" 

VERY LOUD jet roaring overhead, accompanied by continuous jet engine noise from the south horizon.  A very noisy morning. 

very loud noise, quite different than that of the other low flyovers 

very loud, single Growler 

Very loud. Also 1:50pm, 2:03pm, 2:05pm, 3:20pm, 4:05pm, 5:15pm, 9:25pm, 9:28pm, 9:31pm - and several other times, very loud 

after 9pm 

Very loud. Low rumble at 8:57am and 9:30am 

Very low over our house. Very loud, passed by twice. 

very strong rumbling with vibration felt in house.  This has been the 2nd night of similar incident lasting intermittently between the 

hours of 8:30 or 9pm until after 11pm.  Disrupting sleep. 

VERY VERY LOUD jet noise above.  We were outside, had to go inside.  Hurt the ears. 

Vibration hurt my heart, stopped conversation, very disruptive, needs to stop now 

walking dogs and had to stop because of the noise level 

Was inside, did not see aircraft. Windows were open and noise made it hard to hear TV. 

Was on the phone in my office, and had to wait until the plane passed before we could continue our call. 

Was outside and suddenly alarmed by a loud roaring sound.  Had to put my hands over my ears, then race inside.  Sounded like 

growler directly overhead, low.  Prolonged roar. 

way too loud!! and another one came through at 7:04 PM same evening. 

We all felt our ears hurt and my 2 year old daughter came running scared covering her ears begging to go inside. None of us could 

hear each other. 

Went on for 20 minutes. Also Very Loud at 1:16pm and 1:19pm, and rumbles about 10 other times during the day 

"Went on for longer than earlier today. 

Impossible to speak over or ignore." 

We're visiting friends here on the island and are amazed at the number of loud overflights on this advertized-to-be-quiet island.  We 

begin to wonder if we'll be allowed to sleep at all. 

"WHERE THE F*** IS MY JET NOISE? 

I WANT SOME OF THAT GROWLER ACTION.  QUIT YOUR BITCHIN OR THERE WON'T BE ANY FREEDOM FOR YOU." 

windows shaking 

Woke me up 



woke me up 

Woke me up - didn't sleep until it ended 

Woke me with an adrenalin rush, from a sound sleep! 

Woke my whole family up from a dead sleep, extremely loud and scared everyone. Way too late to be flowing low and very loud 

Working at construction site, the noise was so extreme all work stopped 

Working in barn, building was shacking and this isn't a flimsy barn. Also many other times during the day, some loud, a couple 

disrupted activities. Started about 8:10am , 8:20, 9:26, 9:58, 1:35pm, 1:56pm, and more thru at least 9:08pm 

Would like to go to sleep, but it is too noisy. Also 9:08pm, 9:14pm, 9:21pm, 9:24pm. 

Yet another HUGE roar and vibration.  My day is disrupted.  I cannot concentrate on my research. 

11:09am 55dbA, 11:45am 60 dbA, 11:57am 65dbA,  We need to know if this is the beginning of FCLP or CCA or just sporatic blasts! 

 

EXTREMELY LOUD 

"1:35pm 89 dBC inside 

1:47pm 89dBC inside 

1:58pm 89 dBC inside 

2:06pm 89 dBC inside" 

"11:45 123dBC inside house 

11:55 100dBC inside 

12 noon - 1:50pm constant noise 80-90dBC inside" 

"12:01pm Huge roar and vibration 85dBC inside 

12:19pm felt vibration first 118dBC 

1pm lower sound but everything is vibrating 60dBC  Actually makes me feel ill," 

12:06 77+dbA . All afternoon sporatic overflights and noise. Conversation not possible. 

2 extremely loud overflights following FCLPs. 

2 hours almost continuous, while out kayaking 

"2 jets coming over 

Low and loud" 

2 jets flying way too low over a residential area - what is with this?  does the Navy want to make enemies?  do they want to 

undermine our economy and way of life? 

2 jets very low over our house turning east. Extremely loud 



2 low flying Growlers over Agate Beach.  Tourists asking why this is allowed. Good question. 

2 over flights of Lopez Village. People holding their ears. Why is the Navy allowed to do this? 

2 separate jets 10 min apart very low and very loud, birds scatter and dogs bark 

2:29 pm over Lopez South--Aleck Bay Rd , Growler headed NE--sudden roar about 20 seconds and receded 

27 entries today. Started at 7:59am - finally ended at 9:35pm  75-90dBA all day with a few breaks.  We are collateral damage. 

2very loud overflights. 

3 Growlers flew very low in formation 

3:21pm, Mud Bay, Lopez Island.  Buzzed by one or more low-flying GROWLER(s).  Saw one, sounds like two. Cloud cover. VERY LOUD. 

3:38pm, Mud Bay, Lopez Island, jet flying LOUDLY overhead.  Extensive cloud cover. 

"4pm rattling windows, 5:03pm 80dBC inside, 5:21 Blast, 5:28pm80dBC  

Startle events" 

5 different blasts 80-85 dBA 

5:05 huge roar, 5:12 67dBC, 5:14 84.6dBc, 5:19 74dBC, 5:33 124.2 Flyover, 5:45 110dBC   All readings in the house. Steady noise until 

6:10pm 

"5:21-6:32pm Consistent noise: 65-82dBC-inside 

8pm-8:21pm 70-82dbC inside" 

6:08pm and 6:15pm.  Just two examples of jets flying low over my home on Mud Bay. ROARING. 

"6:10pm series of roars 82dBC Using C scale now. 6:47pm 88dBC 

7:30pm -8:30pm 89-118dBC   The ""C"" scale is measuring the vibration and noise." 

"6:45pm 68dBC inside 

6:53pm 95 dBC inside 

9:30pm 85dBC inside" 

75-81 decibels inside house.  Everything is rattling. Waves and walls of noise. Engine testing? ears popping. After 3 minutes noise 

recedes to 55 decibels. 2:55 - another rolling roar. 

7pm: roaring growler jet directly above the house, flying low. 8pm: loud growler jet above, not visible. Constant roaring of jet 

engines all evening.  Could not have the windows open though the night was warm. 

8:05pm, EXTREMELY LOUD and PROLONGED jet noise from a jet flying over Mud Bay area.  Dark and cloudy. 

"8:16am 85dBC inside 

8:20am 90dBC inside 8:22 -90dBC 

8:32am windows vibrating then the blast - trying to work - impossible 

9am-10:27am 64-121dBC!!!!" 



"8:19am 80dBA inside 

10:25am - 10:42am 80dBA inside 

12:11pm - 12: 26 7odBA Blasting and roaring inside measurement 

12:52 overflight 89dBA" 

"8:59am 119dBC  

9:03am118dBC 

10:43 & 10:50 100+dBC Louder than the high wind and breaking waves." 

85dBC Inside measurement of over flight.  Using C scale to measure low frequency 

"8pm,  

8:32pm, Earthquake sound and vibration 

9pm: 90+ overflight inside measurement 

9:18pm - 70dBA inside over flight" 

"9:03am -118dBC inside 

9:05am 119dBC inside 

10:43am 95dBA inside 

10:49am huge roar, over lfight 95dBC inside, 11:06am 90+ inside 

Also, 11:13 & 11:41am, 12:45pm overflight 90+, 1-2:27pm 100dBC roars" 

"9:20pm 70dBC low roar 

9:25pm 88dBC loud roar 

9:30pm 89dBC  

9:35pm 80dBC" 

"9:54am 75dBA outside 

10:41-10:50 constant roar 70dBA + inside.7pm -8pm 70-80dBA inside 

8:30pm-10:30pm 70dBA inside 

No sleep" 

"9:55am 70dBA inside 

12noon - 2:14 pm : overflights, roaring, huge blasts of vibrations,  

6:23pm - 10pm Windows rattling at 6:23pm 80dBA inside,  Constant Blasts continue - dinner conversation impossible 

8:40pm -10pm huge vibration over and over." 

"9:58am 121dBC, 10:13am 115dBC, 10:47am 115dBC, 12noon-1:30pm periodic blasts of 121, 112, overflights 90 - 100dBC,  



5:00 & 5:03 blasts of 90 + dBC all these reading are in the house. 

6:14pm, 6:15pm, 6:30pm Blasts and overflights. 90 - 117dBC" 

91dbA in the house 

95dBA  outside measurement. Looked like 3,000 feet going SE.  Very Loud. Overflight 

A hellish day on Lopez- tortuous sounds of Growlers, an earthquake shook our house for most of the day and evening.  Our lives are 

dust... in the eyes of Whidbey NAS 

A jet is ROARING directly overhead.  It cannot see it due to cloud cover but that ROAR is coming from overhead.  So loud I had to 

cover my ears...the Roar went on and on.  Mud Bay, 12:51pm. 

A lovely summer evening destroyed by engine run ups and a fly over at 21:24 

A VERY LOUD flyover. 

A very loud flyover. 

A very loud fly-over. 

A very loud Growler jet which I could easily see roared over Agate Beach, and curved around Iceberg Point S.E. direction. It totally 

disrupted a peaceful Sunday nature walk! 

After 1-2 weeks of relative quiet, we have returned to full sound-strafing.  Loud near overflights and roar from AULT Field much of 

the day.  Horrible.  Disruptive.  Unconscionable. 

Aircraft again very loud, very low, very disturbing.  Frightened dog, rattled windows, unbearably deafening 

Aircraft flying noisily in this area.  Cloudy and dark, so cannot see, but they sound overhead.  Roaring. 

Aircraft flying very low over my home.  Sounds like I'm living at an airport! 

aircraft in clouds, SE to NW 

Aircraft low altitude. Third run in 2 hours over 95db. Very loud even inside the house with storm doors, etc. 

Aircraft noise so loud I can't hear my own voice anymore. Excessive noise continued for 1.5 minutes. Same aircraft can still be heard 

5 minutes later. 

ALL DAY AND STILL right over my home constant every two to ten minutes since this morning the air is foul with fuel - I am already 

homebound with chronic autoimmune disease I know you can alter your flight pattern - I am the only home you fly over 

all day from morning til past 10PM, very loud rumble 

all day house vibrated so loud rattled my head and psyche This has been ongoing since Dec. 3rd every day 

All morning there have been jets flying overhead, low.  In ones and sometimes twos.  Must hold my hands over my ears. 

All week several times a day low flying aircraft have disrupted conversations and activities on N. Lopez.  The recent fly over was even 

louder than others - sounded as though the aircraft banked right over Lopez Village.  Very low and veryLOUD! 

Also - Flyover at less than 1000 feet - 95+ outside measurement.  85dba 

Also 8:17am disruptive loud 

also blast that vibrates household 



Also loud to rumble: 11:16am, 11:46am, 12:01pm, 3pm, 3:11pm, 4pm, 4:06pm, 4:54pm, 4:59pm,and several more 

Am inside the house and a deafening roar went over the house going northwest. The roar lasted 30 seconds, diminishing as it got 

further away. 

An earthshaking day of Growler noise, so disruptive that for the first time we are thinking to move.  Is that what the Navy wants?  To 

destroy our homes they say they are trying to defend? 

An impossible day.  I feel like I am living in a war zone. Who protects us from the navy?  70-75dBA 

and 5:32pm and 5:34pm and 5:41pm(not as loud) and several others with substantial noise again at 10:30pm on.It's 10:44pm and 

still rumbling. 

Another beautiful day ruined by roaring thunderous jet noise. The noise overwhelms all other sounds, indoors and outdoors. This 

type of noise is extremely stressful to hear, it does not become background or familiar. It is dreadful. 

ANOTHER extremely loud jet flying overhead, Mud bay. 

Another grueling day of continuous, exhausting noise from morning through this afternoon.  I logged over 20 noise events so far, 

mostly from EA-18G engine run ups prior to their taking off from the runway. Our lives are totally disrupted- no peace. 

Another low flyover of Growler Jet, very loud with house vibrations.  Yes, I saw the aircraft 

Another massive wall of sound from Growler engine run-ups, on into the late afternoon. Shake, rattle and hold your ears, an invasive 

experience that began in the morning and goes on and on. 

another sleepless night 

ANOTHER VERY LOUD jet flying overhead.  Trying to relax!!!!! 

Argggghhhh!  Do we have to give up our sanity and peace to help sell more Growlers? 

As usual for our location, when it is extreme noise, pilots wait for low cloud cover so we cannot identify it. My experience? F-18 or e-

6 

As we walked through the forest we could not have a conversation it was so loud 

At least two jets screaming low overhead 

Attempted to enjoy the Shark Reef Sanctuary with visitors.  Could not stay due to excessive roaring jet noise. 

Big Blasts from Whidbey - woke us up. 

Big noise!  Sounds like they are flying.  Is this the beginning of a day of blasting?  WE NEED A SCHEDULE! 

Biking - felt like a huge wave of noise. Felt dangerous 90+dBC 

Buzzed by what sounded like a Growler, directly over Mud Bay.  Loud, prolonged ROAR.  Followed by what sounded like another jet 

of after-burner. TOO LOUD. Windows and doors closed but it sounded like the jet was in our living room. 

Cannot hear or be heard during a phone conversation inside the house.  There is still rumbling going on as I report this several 

minutes later. 

Can't see aircraft through the cloudy, overcast sky. Noise lasted over 1 minute. 

Can't we have a strong defense without destroying the peace and quiet of an entire region? 

Commercial Canadian 



consecutive fly overs by Growlers (3), beginning at 10:02 AM, still going on at 10:09 AM 

consecutive flyovers by Growlers (3), from 10:02 AM to 10:09 AM (Duplicate report - replaces earlier report which lacked date of 

incident) 

Constant rumbling making life here an absolute misery.   I could spend most of my day just sitting here emailing noise complaints! 

Continued jet traffic above Mud Bay.  LOUD. 

Continued rumbling of jet noise. Buzzing over Mud Bay. 8:28 at night.  Can't they let folks sleep????? 

Continuous loud rumbling for more than 30 minutes 

CONTINUOUS ROARING of jets.  Sounds very close.  THUNDERING. 

Conversation stopped because we could not hear one another as a very low jet flew directly overhead - noise lasted for 4 minutes. 

Could not see aircraft, concealed by clouds, 

could not see, intense and prolonged noise 

could see aircraft, stopped conversation 

could see jet heading south from Olga, flying fairly low 

couldnt see jet due to cloud cover 

Deafening noise from 2 Growlers flying directly over me!!!!  Noise lasted as a rumble for 5 minutes. 

Deafening noise from visible low flying Growler.  Cattle started running at Sweet Grass Farm! 

Did not see aircraft,  only lights Guests at hotel saw aircraft, but couldn't tell what kind of aircraft. 

Did not see aircraft. 

did not see aircraft. but sond was deafening on several different occasions.  5-20-14 12-1pm close siting near Mud Bay. teeth rattling 

noise! Thus far I am only reporting deafening incidents. 

Did not see plane, but sure did hear it 

Did not see the aircraft, but heard it loudly for a couple of minutes 

Direct overflight, for what defensible reason? 

Direct over-flight.  Loud.  Disrupted sleep. 

disrupted activities and made me exclaim out loud 

Disrupted business conversation 

Disrupted business conversation inside house. 

Disrupted international conference call. Flyover. 

Disrupted phone conversation inside house 

disrupted sleep last night, ad could not work in my home today.  Had to leave.Noise began last night, and has been going 

intermitenley  for 24 hours...still going! 



Disrupted sleep. Flying very low. 

disrupted thought, conversation and peace 

Disterbingly loud, especially to grandson 

Dreadful roar, rattling windows, impossible to escape from the noise and vibration, indoors or out. Noise overwhelms ALL other 

sounds in the environment. Deeply disturbing, horrible noise. 

Dreadful, almost constant roar. Inescapable, inside or outside. This roar causes a deep feeling of unease. This is horrible. How can 

this possibly be allowabl? Our acoustic environment is destroyed by this noise. This is an extreme form of pollution. 

DREADFUL, window-rattling roar. Deeply disturbing, my whole body feels the disruption. DREADFUL. Creates a horrible sensation of 

stress. 

Driving in  a noisy car, radio on - heard a crushig sound - huge - beyond extremely loud- frightening noise. I wondered if a airplane 

was crashing. Pulled over opened the door. Deafening noise. A Growler over our school. 

Driving on mud bay road - windows closed.  Heard a tremendous roar. Very startling - We are now living in a war zone. 

Earsplitting flyover. 

Earsplitting jet roaring directly overhead on Mud Bay.  EARSPLITTING 

Earth shaking vibration, thunderous sound that penetrates one's body.  Beginning at 9:30am and occurring at 5 minute intervals. 

With the house shaking, all normal thoughts and activity cease, we are held hostage by the roar of Growler engine run ups. 

Estimate 1000 -1200 feet. Crushingly loud.  Why is this Growler flying so low? Are they on radar? 

Exceptionally loud over-flights, seemed to be F-18 jets.   Happened several times from 3 pm to 4 pm.  Winidows rattled and writing 

work disrupted 

Excessive roaring persistently this morning. Mud bay, Lopez 

Excessive roaring.  Are the growlers taking off?  House is vibrating. 

Excruciatingly loud. Thought they are going to crash into our house.  Extremely scary. 

Extraordinarily LOUD and PROLONGED ROAR above and around us.  Shaking the house. 

Extraordinarily loud jet noise from a jet that flew directly over my home.  I thought something was wrong with my washing machine, 

but then opened my front door to find it was a jet above me. 

Extraordinary thunderous prolonged roar in the skies.  Jets are flying around.  Too dark and cloudy to see anything. 

extreme noise even inside house 

Extreme noise, huge shock of adrenaline. 

Extremely grueling day of continuous, exhausting noise from morning until early evening.  I logged over 31 noise events, mostly from 

EA-18G engine run ups prior to their taking off from the runway. Our lives were totally disrupted by- no peace. 

Extremely harsh day, and now into night...there is no place to go and the noise is nerve shattering! 

extremely loud 

Extremely loud and disrupted activities like conversation with someone standing next to me 



Extremely loud and disrupted activities.  Flying extremely low. Interrupted phone conversation indoors. 

extremely loud and rumbling sound, like a sonic boom, heard from inside my house 

Extremely loud flight over the island 

Extremely loud flyover- single aircraft. 

Extremely loud flyovers- each time a single aircraft. 

Extremely loud for 4-5 hours, had to where headphones outside, scary and extremely annoying, measured 115 db, instaneous 

hearing loss occurred 

Extremely loud ground rumble -- stopped outdoor conversation. 

Extremely loud is an understatement 

Extremely loud jet after jet over our house! Ouch! 

Extremely loud jet noise this afternoon. 

Extremely loud jet noise, sounding almost directly above the house (Mud Bay). Stopped conversation. Rain and clouds obstructed 

any view.  Jets have been very noisy all day. 

Extremely loud jets flying over Lopez Village 

Extremely loud low flight "hovering" using down thrusters to maintain flight at low air speed, just north of Burt Road. Disruption 

lasted approximately 1 - 2 minutes 

Extremely loud Navy sub hunter flying low woke me up from a deep sleep.  Difficult to regain sleep when anticipating more loud and 

disturbing disruptions. Affected work productivity the next day. 

Extremely loud noise from Growler engine run ups.  Ongoing, continuing as I write this report.  Shaking the house while we listen 

inside our home. 

"Extremely loud noise overhead, the sound drowned out the radio completely-and the house shook. 

I felt the sound viscerally. It was overwhelming" 

Extremely loud over flight. Unable to se jet due to clouds 

Extremely loud overflight, second within the half hour.  Disrupted conversations inside and out 

Extremely loud overflight.  Rattled windows and made conversation inside and outside impossible. 

EXTREMELY loud overflights, MaKaye Harbor area. 

Extremely loud roaring. I was on the phone and was unable to hear the other party 

Extremely loud rumbling on several occasions this morning;  very disturbing and very unpleasant. 

Extremely loud, deafening EA-18G Growler flyover over our house, very low, cloud cover prevented visual sighting, but all decibel 

levels (low to high frequencies) stunned us.  Absolutely intrusive and violently unsettling! 

Extremely loud, house shaking rumble noise from engine run ups.  Ongoing as I write this report. 

Extremely loud. Sounded like it was right over my house. At 5:25 and 5:35 pm 



Extremely low flying jets like we hardly have ever heard here. Higher yes, but not just over our rooftops. Scary. 

Extremely low flyover, a single jet, directly over our house.  Initial blast of sound, followed by shock wave after aircraft passed on.  

We are under siege by "our guys"! 

Extrememly loud and low flyover by two Growler F-18 jets 

F-18 overflight.  Very loud inside house.  Stopped activities to let it go by. 

five big startling roars 70-75dBA inside. 

Flew right over house a extreme high noise level.  Heard down of jet for over 3 minutes. One of loudest sounds ever heard on Lopez 

in 20 years.  Highly disruptive! 

Flew right over our neighborhood, scared the cat. 

Flight directly over fisherman bay 

Flight from the south, turned to east, had to cover ears the noise was so loud, the noise hurt. 

flights over our house for about an hut disrupted sleep 

Flying low 

Flying low and loud 

Flying low and loud near our house 

Flying low under the cloud cover 

Flying very low over Lopez Hill 

Flyover directly over our hill- unspeakably loud, these people do not deserve our tax dollars! 

for over one hour, circling our location se fidalgo island, too loud for conversation or tv 

Four hours of roar and vibration just ended.  Disrupted all activities 

From 5 pm to now, 6:15, and on going.  At 5:15 I tried to catch the Growler on film but when I opened my door it was so frightfully 

loud, my heart hurt so I shut the door and missed the photo. 

Giant roars  completely disrupted a peaceful picnic and other folks enjoying the evening 

Giant roars. 

growler 

Growler aircraft flying low over Lopez Village.  VERY LOUD and screaming 

Growler aircraft flys over south end of Lopez "because it can." 

Growler directly above our home, flying low.  Prolonged roar.  PROLONGED.  Floor is vibrating.  Could not hear anything else. 

Growler flew just east of my house in Lopez Sound at low altitude.  Very loud and disturbed our household activities.  Yes, I saw the 

Growlers! 

Growler flew over at low altitude with ear-splitting noise 



Growler flew over my dog and me as we walked Bakerview Road, at low altitude causing me to cover my ears and my dog cowered 

to the ground.  I could see the jet as it flew over us, ~1000 ft 

Growler flew over my house, below the cloud deck at 1500 ft, visible and very loud.  It should be noted most of our accounts we saw 

the aircraft 

Growler flew over our house at low altitude, noise very loud. 

Growler flew right over my house and the windows rattled and my baby started crying. 

"Growler flying below 2000ft. Known because it was flying below cloud ceiling of 1500' 

this was one of many low flyovers this morning" 

Growler jet flew low directly over my home.  Extremely loud roar. 

Growler jet flew over my house at low altitude. 

Growler jet flying low and loud over Mud Bay.  Prolonged ROAR. 

Growler jets flying directly over my home.  Below the cloud cover. 

Growler jets low flying and making my children cry in fright..  Jets should be stationed in the desert, not in the San Juan Island area. 

Growler overhead and disrupted our conversation when visiting friends. We were simply hiking in the woods. 

Growler with INCREDIBLE NOISE flew directly over home on Mud Bay 

Growlers are loud over the noise from my lawn mower. 

Growlers flying over low and loud 

Growlers flying over low and very loud. 

Growlers flying over our house very low and loud repeatedly 

Growlers going over our house low and very loud. It shakes the windows and I can see them. 

Had to send my client home, as it was impossible to carry on a conversation. Non stop noise at a level that is intolerable! 

Had trouble hearing phone conversation 

Happy Thanksgiving.......NOT... 

Heading North and arcing to the East 

Heard a low flying jet while driving with my radio on. 

heard over head 

Horrible loud roaring from direction of AULT field.  Repetitive, multiple events.  Bad.  AND, near over  flight loud with vibration. 

Horrible noise. Off-island visitors commented: "How can you stand this, it ruins being in the islands." Yes, it does. 

Horrible roar. Overflight.  Smell of jet exhaust 

"Horrible roaring jets. Horrible roaring. 

HORRIBLE ROARING. The jet noise drowns out all other sound." 



Horrible roaring, horrible vibrations. While working inside the house the noise overwhelms all indoor sounds. Walking or working 

outside is utterly ruined by jet noise. 

Horrible roaring. If policy makers lived where they heard this noise, it would not be allowed. This is utterly dreadful , the noise 

destroys  quality of life. 

Hours and hours of incessant roaring from AULT Field. 

House shaking penetrating rumble from Growler engine run ups prior to takeoff.  We are subjects of the abuse of power by the U.S. 

Navy- collateral damage is our lot today. 

Huge Blast. Wish this noise could be directed to our legislators. They might rethink why the military is exempt from noise regulation. 

Huge Blasts of noise: 9:50am, 9:58am, 10:10am, 10:50am and continuing as I write. Walking outside. Estimating 100+dBC Strong 

smell of jet fuel. No ships in sight, Wind coming straight from Ault and the Growlers. 

Huge house virating blasts in the 118.9 -122.6 dBC range 

HUGE ROAR AND VIBRATION.  HUGE!!!!!! 

HUGE roar, rumble and vibration at 8:17pm, Mud Bay 

I am so angry and so fed-up listening to the Navy.    This isn't the sound of freedom.   It's the sound of oppression. 

I am so angry and so fed-up listening to the Navy.    This isn't the sound of freedom.   It's the sound of oppression. 

I am so angry and so fed-up listening to the Navy.    This isn't the sound of freedom.   It's the sound of oppression. 

I don't have the exact times, sorry, but the jets were fu*king loud, wished I had hearing protection. The first flights were UNDER the 

cloud cover level. 

I had two visitors with me on the beach in front of my house. The sound was startling loud. My friend clutched his heart- I felt 

overwhelmed - My two visitors described a feeling of fear accompanied by the sensations in their nervous systems. 

I have been hearing them all day. My daughter gets so scared that she runs inside. It is 7:48pm and I also heard one at 7:43pm and 

the second one finally got me off the coach to find this website and start recording my frustration and distress. 

I have been listening to very loud rumbling for hours.   This is unendurable.   Can this be legal?   It is making me ill.   It is outrageous. 

I have had to leave my residense because this affects my blood pressure.  I am 79 years old....shame on you! 

I heard a jet plane fly over head and I immediately screamed, America! 

I was in Anacortes on Friday and the noise from at least 50 fly overs that lasted at least 2 hours was terrible. One jet after another. 

Why do they have to fly directly over a large population area and make so much noise. What is the Navy thinking? 

I was in Anacortes today, waiting at ferry dock.  Several times conversation was disrupted by loud jets roaring overhead. 

I was leaving work. As I was getting into my car, a military Growler flew very low & loud above. 

I was on the ferry yesterday and again heard tourists talking about how the jet noise ruined their vacation in the islands. They 

vacation here regularly, and said they will stop coming if the jet noise continues. Have heard this many times now. 

I was trying to sleep as this went over low and loud 

I'm working inside, the repeated and almost continuous roar of jets rattles my windows, causes automatic deep stress reaction. The 

roar is deeply unsettling and disruptive. Horrible noise, vibrations, and sensation. 



Incessant jet noise outside.  hard to work in the garden.  Too noisy. 

Increasingly it seems that the Navy is flying directly over the Islands.   Is this really necessary? 

Incredible and prolonged roar and vibration all around. 

Incredibly loud roar, rumble and vibration.  Shook me up. Mud Bay, Lopez 

Inside house, had to stop on conference call because could not hear conversation 

"Inside measurements. trying to works: 11:07am 85dBC . 11:26dBC 

12:04-90dBC. 12:10 -12:14 87.2dBC. 6:26pm - 10pm 60-89dBC inside" 

Inside, did not see aircraft 

Intermittent loud roaring and rumbling is shaking our house. 

Interrupted sleep 

INTERRUPTED SLEEP - AGAIN! 

Is this loud rumbling getting louder? It's aimed right at us! 

It flew over my house. sound was deafening. 

It has been very loud the last couple of days with fly overs.  Scared my 3 year old. Unable to see, just hear and feel. 

It is truly unbelievable that jets are allowed to roar overhead hour after hour, day after day, destroying all peace and quiet. The 

noise is destructive and terrible. 

It sounds like Anacortes is under attack!  Multiple aircraft one after the other flying low. 

It was dark. A very loud, continuing roar was heard overhead and interrupted our long distance conference call. 

It was deafening in my yard. I had headphones on and took them off - it was deafening! 

It was so loud I had to plug my ears and my dogs couldn't hear me call. 

Jet appeared to fly directly over the house. Extremely loud. Everything rattling. Woke up the dogs. Very disturbing 

Jet flying noisily above. 

Jet flying over our home. Loud and disruptive. 

Jet noise all around, as if they are flying nearby.  The noise penetrates the home though the doors and windows are closed. 

Jet noise all around. Roaring. 

Jet noise almost directly above.  Sounds like quite a few flights. Too loud to sleep. 

Jet noise as big as the nignt. Sounds like all the schools in the whole country burning at once out the tailpipes of those jets. 

jet noise like a volcano 

Jet noise loud enough to stop conversation with friend outside. Jet flew directly over my house at 205 Perkins then flew east over 

Lopez Village 



Jet noise throughout the day on the 14th, into the night, resumed first thing on the 15th. This is a terrible and harmful form of 

pollution. 

Jet noise, very loud and prolonged. 

Jet roaring above Mud Bay 

Jet roars all around outside.  VERY VERY Noisy.  Unpleasant to say the least.  Guess I won't work outside today. Mud Bay, Lopez 

jet run-up noise all afternoon. Shakes the ground. I can hear the noise of the jet engines over the noise of my water pumps and 

through my ear protection. It shakes the ground. All afternoon long! 

Jet startlingly loud over the house. Could be heard for 30 seconds. Had to stop phone conversation 

Jet(s) roaring above my home on Mud Bay. 

Jet(s) roaring above.  Been going on for quite a while. 

Jets continue to roar above my home on Mud Bay.  Loud and prolonged roaring. 

jets flying over village 

"Jets going over in the past half hour made my windows shake and frightend my dog. 

I am sick and tired of this!!!! 

We cannot report it every time this happens unfortunately." 

Jets have been flying over and around all day.  Very loud.  very disruptive.  There goes another one! 

Jets made passes over our neighborhood low and loud then headed out over the strait. 

Jets roared overhead 

Jets roaring around above Mud Bay 

Jets went over low and loud making our well built 10 year old house shake! 

Just got buzzed by a low-flying jet directly above my home.  Noise penetrated the house, drowning out the TV. 

Large jet.  747, I think.  Flying low and slowly and loudly over Mud Bay. 

Large plane (tanker or cargo) flew between 500' and 1000' directly above my house, travelling from ~SW to NE.  This terrified some 

of my cats, and completely startled me. 

Late night and the jets are rolling around the sky. Rolling thunder.  How can a person relax in the evening? 

Lopez Peninsula:  My husband and I were in the basement talking about water damage when the jet flew by and interrupted our 

conversation. 

loud 

Loud aircraft noise in vicinity 

Loud all day today and last night! 

Loud and long, about 30 to 40 seconds 

Loud and prolonged jet noise over the house 



LOUD and prolonged jet noise overhead on Mud Bay, much like the Growler, but I cannot see it due to cloud cover.  Disrupted my 

concentration. These roars startle me because they sound like an earthquake, or like a car is coming through the garage. 

Loud and prolonged noise from jet flights above.  TOO NOISY to talk with anyone else. 

LOUD engine testing after midnight. It was much louder than a noisy movie on our TV, inside with doors and windows closed. 

Loud flyover- single aircraft. 

Loud growler jet, making a circle in the sky with its jet stream. Noise throughout the day. 

LOUD jet engine roaring and thundering.  What a lousy day this has been with jet engine noise thundering all around. 

Loud jet noise above. Why should I even try to sleep? 

Loud jet noise flying nearly overhead. Long prolonged noise. 

Loud jet noise heard and felt in Lopez Village.  Sounds like constant thunder 

Loud jet noise, prolonged roar, overhead 

Loud jet overhead, Long prolonged jet noise, heard coming and going.  Could not hold a conversation outside. 

Loud jets continue to roar overhead on Mud Nay.  VERY VERY VERY LOUD. 

LOUD jets flying and roaring over Mud Bay, one after the other or the same one circling us???? 

Loud jets roaring above my home. After being awakened by jet roar, I thought I would do some gardening.  Impossible. 

Loud navy jet just flew over my house....windows rattled and my children were frightened. 

Loud near overflight 

Loud near overflight. 

Loud noise and vibration rumbling 

Loud noise; shook the house; this has been going on for over 2 hours on and off 

Loud overflight -- disrupted activities inside. 

Loud overflight . . . Three in a row 

Loud overflight, F-18 sound, stopped conversation indoors as we let the jet pass. 

Loud overflight.  Disturbed sleep. 

Loud overflight. Stopped conversation during dinner inside.  Rattle windows. 

Loud plane overhead; shook house; unable to conduct conversation 

Loud roar lasting for abou 2 minutes. 

Loud roar of jet in the vicinity.  Prolonged roaring. 

Loud roar with vibration of house, interspersed with loud rumble and vibration. 

Loud roar, rumble and vibration. 



LOUD ROARING jet, directly above the house on Mud Bay.  Must have been flying low. I was in the kitchen.  Heard, not seen.  

Deafening prolonged noise. 

LOUD VERY LOUD.   Not a local puddle jumper.  Not a commercial aircraft sound.  Please look at your flight records.  You have a pilot 

who flies out of YOUR  "range" over Lopez Hill Rd.  Thank you. 

Loud visible aircraft over central Lopez 

Loud.  Third  time today.  Earth shakes. 

Loud. Overflight.  Neighborhood dogs go crazy. 

Low altitude flying overhead.  Skyline Marina.  Extremely Loud. 

Low altitude, slow moving F-18 overflight.  Extremely loud. Could not hold conversation with co-worker 5 feet away outside. 

Low and very loud overflight disrupting activities indoors. 

Low cloud cover - and a VERY NOISY JET with lots of rumble flew directly over; could hear it a long ways away, approaching, then it 

flew directly overhead from the south across the north end of Lopez and on to the east. 

Low cloud cover, HUGE JET NOISE from the south, over the north end and on to the east - AGAIN in 12 minutes.  REALLY???? 

low clouds 

Low clouds conceiled aircraft. Flew very slow, extremely loud: had to yell to communicate with person next to me 

Low clouds, could not see aircraft but it was heading due north flying very low directly over Davis Bay on Lopez Island 

Low direct fly over 

Low fast loud 

Low flight over our house. Disrupted sleep. 

Low fllying Growler jet buzzes over Mud Bay, Lopez.  EXTREMELY LOUD.  Prolonged roar. 

Low flying <1000 ft Growler over my house, just below the cloud deck (Yes, I saw it!).  Very extreme noise!!! 

Low flying afterburner noise deafining 

low flying aircraft  visually sighted.  Screeching jet propulsion noise 

Low flying aircraft over Lopez Village 

Low flying aircraft over North Lopez Island.  EXTREMELY LOUD! 

Low flying aircraft over North Lopez.  I would have seen it if the clouds were not so low!  I can still hear it 4 minutes later. 

Low flying aircraft right overhead, woke me up from deep sleep 

Low flying aircraft, painfully loud. 

Low flying Growler (seen just at the cloud level) caused ringing in my ears and made my dog cower. 

Low flying Growler aircraft disturbing our inside home activities 

Low flying Growler aircraft disturbing our inside home activities 



Low flying Growler aircraft flew over my house, very loud and disrupting! 

Low flying Growler aircraft flying over my house (seen), causing disruption to both outside and inside activities.  Extremely loud!! 

Low flying Growler jet (seen) over our house.  Very loud and disturbed activities. 

Low flying Growler jet directly above my home.  Noise disrupted activity.  Had to stop conversation and cover my ears.  The noise 

comes before the jet is seen, and continues long after the jet has disappeared.  Why does it have to fly so low? 

Low flying Growler jets (seen) over or near my house, excessive noise and disturbance.  I've sent a couple of emails and made calls to 

the Navy asking for an explanation for the additional flyovers this past month....no answer. 

Low flying Growler jets over our house disturbing home activities.  Very loud, vibrating house.  Repeated flights throughout the 

evening......yes I could see them from my house 

Low flying Growler near my house, very loud 

Low flying Growler over my house.  Also, constant rumbling all morning from Whidbey base. 

Low flying Growler with excessive noise.  Also heard low rumble over the next hour or so. 

Low flying Growlers flew over our house, disrupting home activities.  Very loud! 

low flying jet over head...could not hear tv or conversation..another fly over at 1:03 

Low flying jet roared above our house 

Low flying noisy aircraft over my home 

Low flying Prowler over our house 

Low flying, Growler over my house.  Disrupting my work.  Also, more rumbling and vibrations from Growlers flying around the island 

and landing/takeoffs from Whidbey NAS (most of morning) 

Low flying, very loud fighter jet. Not sure of specifics. 

low loud aircraft flying by 

Low Loud jets!  It's hard to enjoy the birds and I'm sure disruptive to them. 

Low overflight, two F-18's wing on wing below cloud cover.  Extremely loud.  Had to cover ears as sound level was painful outside. 

Low overpass, F-18 then seemed to increase power and sound was extremely loud and borderline painful.  Put hands over ears to 

block sound. 

Low-flying Growler (in sight) over my home disrupting work activities. 

Low-flying Growler jets, slow moving and very loud! 

Low-flying Growler over my house, very loud and disruptive of work activities. 

Low-flying growler, very loud!! 

Low-flying strafe run.  Two in a row.  Thanks. You guys are swell. 

Low-level Growler flew over my house at slow speed and extremely loud....disrupting my work activities. 

Measured 95 db at my house; several flyovers; low altitude; plane easily visible 



measured at 90 db, very low flying 

More of the same shattering vibration and house-shaking.  Total disruption of normal activities in our home! 

Multiple engine run ups prior to takeoff, the house shook from these ongoing low frequency blasts of noise and vibration. Other 

documented times: 10:05-10:06, 10:07, 10:09, 10:41.  I left the house and drove north as the sounds went on- stopped log. 

Multiple Growler flyovers at low altitude, just below/above the clouds.  Very loud 

Multiple Growler jets flew over our house disrupting our sleep. 

Multiple jets seem to be flying overhead, low.  VERY LOUD and PROLONGED.  Disrupted my train of thought on a report I am writing. 

Cloudy, so I cannot see them. 

Multiple loud overflights. 

Multiple low flying growler aircraft over my house 

Multiple low-flying Growler aircraft over my house, visually seen, and very loud and disruptive to my work 

Multiple Low-flying Growler aircraft over our house, disturbing our home activities.  Extremely loud! 

Multiple low-flying Growler jets flying near my house.  Slow moving and very loud! 

Multiple low-flying Growlers flew over or near my house, disrupting our home activities.  I think its interesting that each time one of 

these jets fly over my house, in the day, the birds at my feeder fly away, with my dog moving to his dog house. 

Multiple low-flying Growlers flying overhead, very loud, needed to cover ears during my walk.  Dog cowered from the noise! 

Multiple low-flying Growlers near or over our house, disturbing home activities and falling asleep.  I have called Whidbey NAS about 

these northern flights requesting more information but no call backs or responses of any kind. 

Multiple low-flying Growlers over my house, disturbing work and other inside activities. 

Multiple low-flying, very loud Grower aircraft flying just above the clouds over my house.  Disrupting my work activities! 

multiple overflights throughout the morning- this one of particular intensity. 

Must thes airplanes spend time in inhabited areas? 

My house is shaking due to the jets. The noise is deep and penetrating, it hurts my eardrums as much by the inner vibration as by 

the noise itself. THIS IS UNACCEPTABLE. Being subjected to this kind of noise utterly destroys the quality of life. 

My third complaint this morning. My windows are rattling, pots and pans in the kitchen are rattling. Horrible noise, deeply 

disturbing, makes concentration difficult. This is AWFUL. 

nearby flyover- loud roar as aircraft passed southwest to east 

"Noise all day 

2:30-4:50 FCLP's?" 

Noise completely disrupted evening gathering of friends. Every few seconds roaring crescendos, recedes momentarily, crescendos 

again. Utterly disruptive and stress producing. This is extremely unhealthy and unpleasant. 

NOISE HAPPENING MOST OF DAY FROM NOON TO 3:00  -- LOUD 

Noisy flyovers. 



Noisy jet flying over our home. 

Noisy jet noise at the ferry dock on Lopez. 

Not able to return to sleep after being awakened by jet overflight earlier.  Noise continues unabated. 

Not again! Low and loud. 

Not one but TWO jets just flew over North Lopez in formation pretending to be  BLUE ANGLES 

occurred again at 10:10 Both were 68dbA inside measurement. Sounded like stationary run-up. 

On a walk, below clouds overflight of F-18, moving 'slowly' and the sound was so loud as to be painful and I had to cover my ears.  

Approximately one hour later as I was finishing my walk, another overflight, same loudness. 

On BBC's news website yesterday, the quiet of the Olympic Peninsula was noted as one of the best places on earth. How is it 

possible that we recognize the great significance of quiet, yet allow  dreadful jet noise? This makes NO sense. 

on dock in shoal bay, the vibration came up through the water into the dock and I felt it in my body.  I had to cover my ears.  I could 

see the jet clearly. 

On my bike. So loud couldn't hear passing car 

Once again extremely loud roar.  Disrupted  dinner,a peaceful evening and our sanity. Rattling house . 

Once again, a ROARING jet over Mud Bay.  Very loud and prolonged roar. No peace today. 

Once again, another NOISY LOUD jet flies overhead. 

One of several noisy flyovers today. 

One of the most appallingly loud incidents I have had the misfortune to experience. Ear splitting! 

Ongoing extremely loud low rumble from engine run ups from Whidbey NAS, overpowering any conversation or other activity- this is 

unbearable! 

Ongoing window-rattling roars from the base.  The noise is just getting worse and worse.  Much more activity  than in the summer or 

September. 

"Other noise incidents same day: 

1pm 72dbA 

1:01 pm 76 dbA 

1:01 pm 70dba  

the above sounded like runups 

6:07 pm  two growlers overhead circling to the east: 85-95 dbA" 

Over flight. So very loud all the natural sounds are overwhelmed. Who protects us from the Navy? 

Overflight 

overflight - 2 growlers 80dbA 

"Overflight - 85+DBA 



 

12:34 and 1:09 More noise - again WE NEED A SCHEDULE!  We have no way of knowing if this is a 40 second blast of the beginning of 

4 hours of hideous noise." 

Overflight - extremely loud - woke us up continued loud until 12:30am 

overflight - very  loud 

Overflight : 80+dbA inside house 

overflight 70+dbA 

overflight 85dba 

overflight of 2 

"overflight 

I was riding my bicycle. Very startling. dangerous." 

Overflight, F-18, very loud, caused conversation to stop indoors. 

overflights - 2 

overflights at 1:15.  Pretty much constant roaring  70-85dBA 

Overflights visual roughly 2000 feet. House shook . Activities disrupted. 

"Overflights 

12:20 Had to cover ears 

12:24 Growler going north -LOUD! 

12:30 LOUD !!! EVERYTHING STOPS" 

"overflights,  roaring, shaking house 

 

decibel levels measured inside house 65-75 decibels, 55-75 decibels, 61-80 dBA, 60-70 dBA" 

peaceful lunch with friend disrupted by outrageously loud plane noise 

Plane right over property low flying and LoUD 

Please don't fly over Lopez Island 

Pretty steady noise. Overflights 85dBA inside at 4:45-5pm - huge wall of sound. 

prolonged and reverberating 

Rattles whole house 

rattling hanging pans in kitchen 

Repeated again within a few minutes 



Repeated low overpasses of military aircraft accompanied by intolerably loud, sharp roar and rumble 

Repeated sound blasting overflights. 

Returned tonight to our home after a month long trip at 9pm to be loudly and jarringly greeted by a low flyover. We used to return 

happily to  tranquil quiet Lopez Island. Sadly, no more! 

Ridiculously crazy bad sound, too much, make it stop 

Right over; couldn't see it though roof 

Roar, rumble, vibration near overflight, two in a row. 

Roaring and house vibrating all morning. Now at bedtime, roaring and house shaking again. AWFUL NOISE. 

Roaring for most of yesterday afternoon. Roaring this morning, just now a prolonged roar that began with what felt (yes, felt) like a 

small sonic boom. 

Roaring jet noise all around. Sounds like 50 dump trucks speeding down the road. 

Roaring jets this evening, roaring jets almost the entire day. The noise destroys the possibility of relaxation. The noise and roar cause 

a perpetual and cumulative stress response. This jet noise is truly intolerable, destroying  quality of life. 

Roaring sky racket. 

roars from NAS - working in the woods. Hard to hear anything but the noise. 1:08pm- 1:30 sporatic ROARS 

Rumble and vibration.  Time approx. (no watch) 

Saw 4 aircrafts 4 times, flying fairly low at 12:10, 12:12, 12:25, and 12:30. So loud we could not hear each other even when shouting 

saw aircraft flying NE through heavy cloud cover at night 

Saw the aircraft, fighter jet, appeared to be fairly low. 

Seemed to be right overhead - very unpleasant. 

series of deep house rattling roars 

Seriously over head low I feel I am in a war zone this is insane not humanly tolerable in tears beg you you to alter flight pattern and 

fuel dropping can not go outside today 

Several extremely loud overflights disrupted conversations inside house.  Had to stop until the jets passed. 

Shook my office and could feel it in my feet at ground level 

Shook the house 

should have a category for ear damaging, this was definitely that. 

Since 10 pm, we have endured extreme noise from distant operations, and at 10:55 pm a direct flyover.  Intolerable at this time of 

night! 

single flyover, EA-18G Growler, very loud roar heard inside the house. 

Sky-shattering overflight.  Like living in a hell realm. 

So loud and close we couldn't talk or hear anything else 



so loud I could not hear the party to whom I was talking on the telephone - completely deafening 

So loud I had to cover my ears, and the noise caused actual pain. 

So very loud.  The visible jet was low and directly over the house.  All conversation had to stop and the animals became agitated. 

So, is this "Fly low over Mud Bay Day?"  ANOTHER jet flying low overhead,  VERY loud.  Low fog and clouds so cannot see it. 

Sound meter held at open door inside the house read 85 db. Activities disrupted. 

Sounded like at least 2 growlers, one flying slightly to the east and the other directly overhead. The extremely loud noise last close to 

2 minutes. 

Sounded like the sky ripping open. 

"Sounds like a huge chimney fire.  REcorded  dBc  from 84 - 122.7 Very uncomfortable - house rattling 

 May be on the ground testing" 

Sounds like runups 75dba 

Specific horrendous events out of so many: at 12:54 and 13:53, loudest we have ever heard engine run ups.  At 17:07- ear crushing 

flyover. 

Standing on our beautiful beach the noise is unbearable. I ran off the beach. 

Started at 713am this morning.  Thunder, roar, vibrating entire house, disrupting phone calls. Looks like we are in for a day of 

torture. 

Starting at 6:30 am this morning with Growlers taking one after another to flyover not stopping You had posted for the 17th and 18 

to warn us about the Growlers but not todayYou are really putting lives at risk and those who can not leave Why 

Startled from sleep. Sounded like it was crashing into our house.extremely low flying. 

Stunning, viciously loud overflight- directly over our house.  Those responsible deserve to stand trial for torturing U.S. citizens. 

surprising noise for a Sunday. Suggests a noisy week ahead. WE NEED A SCHEDULE 

The 4th LOW flying LOUD GROWLER today  just flew over 

The 5th low flying Growler over  N. lopez today!  Disrupting conversations, thought and the enjoyment of life in the National 

Monument.  This is intrusion on our lives is ridiculous - why do these LOUD planes fly so low? 

The dishes in my house are shaking 

The growler flew very low over our house, could see the lights ver clearly 

The jet roaring continues.  Noise penetrates my home. 

The jet was so low and loud that the guys working on our deck couldn't hear each other. Making repeated passes. 

The jet was very low over our neighborhood and very loud from inside.  There were multiple fly overs. 

The jets continue to fly around Mud Bay.  NOISY, RUMBLING.  What a lousy day this is. All of ability to concentrate ruined. 

The noise from a jet going over low was deafening. 

The noise has been disturbing all day, but at 4 p.m. it was right overhead and disruptive. 



The noise level is AWFUL. The jet noise goes right through the body and is deeply, dreadfully disturbing. It is completely WRONG to 

allow, or tolerate, this sort of pollution. 

the noise was so loud the windows rattled and everyone stopped their work to look up with disbelief. some sarcastically joked about 

"feeling sooo safe!" and others from off island could not believe how load it was and asked if it was very common? 

The noise, roar, and vibration has been all day and now into evening. It is HORRIBLE, the noise pervades every other activity, inside 

or outside. The noise overwhelms all other sounds. This cannot possibly be legal, it ruins all quality of life. 

The plane noise was so loud I could not sleep 

The roar shook the ground 

The ROARING and VIBRATION continue.  Sounds like jets taking off one after another, but how would I know.  It is 14 miles away yet 

I can hear it and feel it.  The house vibrates.  Is this what the Navy means by being a good neighbor.  Am VERY angry. 

the sound is just so that it brings up instant anger in me.  So loud!  We were working at a job site. 

The sound of oppression. 

THe sound was deafening. Sounded like multiple planes, but there was cloud cover so couldn't see anything. Lasted about a minute. 

Conversation was impossible. Scared my dog. 

The whole house is rattling. The roar is tremendous. The noise drowns out every other sound, inside and out. The stress from this 

kind of noise is enormous. 

There were three jets flying over-----one after another-----all were very loud and disruptive. 

Third day of disruptive noise.  this was a direct overflight, which rattled windows, and frieghtened animals, and sent my adrenalin 

into a rush mode!  Not healthy. 

Third visible Growler flying low just north of my home!  EXTREMELY loud NOISE lasting for over 2 minutes! 

This disrupted a conversation it was so loud and rattled 

This has been an appalling day with frequent very loud rumbling beginning at 8.30am and  still continuing at this time. 

This has been an evening punctured by low noisy roaring flyovers 6:08, 6:15, 7:08, 8:30 were some of the times I wrote down. 

This has been going on all day off and on...too much on! Overflight, low and dirty! 

This has been going on, day after day with no place to go to.  From early this morning, and intermittently all day into this night!  I am 

worn out!!! 

This is a place of business.  A phone call was disrupted as well as a conference due to noise 

This is an awful day to try to work at home. Now we have a jet flying low over the house.  NOISY. 

This is awful, the ongoing roar disrupts all thought, all other sound. It is irritating, jarring, painful noise. This is not the "sound of 

freedom." This is extreme environmental acoustic pollution, harmful at a most basic level. 

This isn't the sound of freedom.   It's the sound of oppression. 

Three aircraft flying together over south Lopez.  Is this necessary? 

Three extremely low flyovers by single Growlers directly over the house (500 ft.?), the first at 13:23 from W. to E., the second at 

13:33 from E. to W., and the third at 13:37 SW. to NE.  Flew low enough to see individual details of the aircraft. 



Three Growlers overhead - less than 1000 feet. Called operations - they knew nothing. Entered Navy noise complaint on internet and 

phone. Why aren't these pilots flying at 3,000 feet? Why don't we have a schedule for FCLP's and CCA's at Ault Field? 

Three low flying Growler jets flew over our house (seen), disturbing ongoing activties 

to loud to comfortably stand outside without hearing protection with several of tonights flights.  Inside TV is out of the question. 

too loud 

TOO LOUD, Could not hear my husband talking. 

too loud-----right over our house, low flying (I am a pilot and I know what "low-flying" is). 

Too much jet noise in the Village this afternoon.  Rumbling AND overflights. 

Tourists alarmed.  Asking what is the noise? Asking why this noise is allowed. 

TREMENDOUS roars and vibrations. Sounds like jets taking off with some frequency...like right now.  The house is VIBRATING.  

Outside earlier, working & listening to an audio book, there were times when I could not hear the voice in the earphones. 

Trying to work outside - Ear protection doesn't work. Everything vibrates. 70-85dBA  WE NEED A SCHEDULE FOR THESE HUGE NOISE 

EVENTS! 

Two flyovers very close together, very loud. made it hard to talk to my daughter 

two Growlers flew directly overhead, flying from west to east 

Two growlers flying fairly low over Fisherman bay.  Very noisy. I don't think they need to fly that low! 

Two growlers flying in tandem over MacKaye Harbor. 

Two Growlers overhead flying east 85-90dBA  Second overflight 85dBA +  Looked to be less that 1000 ft. 

Two growlers, low altitude flying in tandem over our neighborhood.  Sound -strafing. 

Two jets clearly visible flying in parallel over our house. I could see their shape clearly without my glasses on. 

Two jets overhead.  Very disturbing. 

Two jets overhead-----very loud   way too late at night!! 

"Two LOUD low flying aircraft over North Lopez.  First one at 4:26 and the second 5 minutes later.  Sounds like O 

I'm standing outside at the airport." 

Two low altitude passes of Growlers, one at well over 90db. Totally forgot what I was doing inside (before measurement) with doors, 

windows closed and storm door closed. I didn't realize this was a war zone - it sure feels like one! 

Two low flying passes in as many minutes. The first was deafening, with 2 jets flying near 500' in altitude. The noise was appalling! 

Shook the whole house and windows. The 2nd pass wasn't as bad, but still considerably loud. 

Two low-flying Growlers flew near my house, very loud and disruptive.  I work from home and these flybys are disruptive!  Never 

had this issue with the Prowlers!!! 

two overflights that were crushing in volume and vibration.  Very frightening....thought there was going to be a crash! 

UNBELIEVABLE. Have you policy makers ever been in an environment where jets roar hour after hour overhead? This is HORRIBLE, 

completely unacceptable. Please bring to a stop. 



Uncomfortably load 

Unseen aircraft directly overhead 

Ver LOUD aircraft flying low over N. Lopez - noise lasting 4 minutes! 

very disruptive roar for over 2 minutes 

Very Disturbing and loud 

VERY LOUD aircraft flying above our home on Mud Bay.  Too much cloud cover to see it. 

very loud and disruptive 

Very loud and low overflight.   Rattled windows disrupted indoor conversation 

Very loud even from inside my truck 

Very loud flyover 

Very loud inside our house 

Very loud intermittent rumbling 

Very loud jet flew overhead on Mud Bay.  Lots of prolonged noise. Also accompanied by other jet noise in the vicinity. 

Very loud jet flying low; ruined my forest walk 

Very loud jet noise above. 

Very loud jet noise above.  Heard loudly even though doors and windows are closed. Stopped conversation. 

VERY LOUD jet overhead.  Disrupted conversation. 

VERY LOUD jet roar, sounds like a jet above Mud Bay.  Cloud cover, can't see. 

Very loud jets hidden in low clouds 

Very loud low flying aircraft over north Lopez sounding like an air attack! The NOISE lasted for 4 minutes. 

Very loud now and for the past 3 hours!!!  Too dark to see Growelers.  Had Classical music volume up very high but still could hear 

jets. 

Very loud overflight of low Navy jet 

very loud overhead, disrupted evening meal, pets ran to hide.  Heard another loud jet a few minutes later. 

VERY LOUD RIGHT OVER LOPEZ VILLAGE 

Very loud rumble from direction of airstation.  Disrupted my work activities.  Paused for it to recede.  Lasted several minutes. 

Very loud typical Growler noise all day, since at least 9 am and it's now almost 9 pm.  Shakes the house at times, and we have a very 

very sturdy home. 

Very loud, constant noise which shakes the house from EA-18G Growler engine run ups.  This is still ongoing, extremely disruptive 

and an adrenaline-producing effect upon the listener, an assault on the ears and body 

Very loud, low-flying Growlers over my house. 



Very low and loud over our house 

"Very noisy all day: 

9:10am 80 dbA inside 

9:22am 80 dbA inside 

10:05am 71 dbA inside 

4:40 pm 75dba inside 

8:07 pm 80+ dbA inside 

Sound levels are usually 15 decibels louder outside." 

Very very loud jet above Mud Bay at 9:48pm. Prolonged roaring.   That's too late for such noise. 

Vibrates glass 

Vibration and loud, low rumble from direction of AULT Field. 

visable and loud 

visual on aircraft. 

visual on navy aircraft just near cloud level which is at about 1000 feet today. disrupted conversation although there should be a 

category for disrupting sanity.  this has been continuous during the week.  constant stress is not good for health. 

Walking in Lopez Village.  Loud ROAR and RUMBLE 

Walking in the woods. Visual: 2 growlers overhead heading west. Extremely loud for several minutes. 

wall of sound 72dbA inside measurement 

Wall of sound 75dbA inside reading 

Wall of sound.   86dbA outside measurement 

Was awakened by the roar 

Watmough Head receives extremely loud noise from overhead flights to jet engines on the runways 

We all stopped our conversation because the Growler was so LOUD!  Flying very low over Lopez Village. 

"We saw and heard two lower flying Growler jets 

flying over Mackaye Harbor." 

We were awakened by the noise. 

We were having a 45min outdoor crew meeting and had to stop twice to wait for planes to fly over in order to continue our 

discussions. 

Whatever is going on over there this morning is a classic example of what is intolerable here on the south end of Lopez.  Please make 

a note of it .  Thank you 

When the noise happens at night we have no way of knowing if this is the beginning of FCLP and a 3-4 hour block of roar or a single 

event. 



While I was walking in American Camp National Park tourists stopped me to ask about the jet noise. They couldn't believe it is 

allowable and said it ruined their time on the island. 

While in the Village (to escape the noise and vibration on the southend) I found the roaring noise to be just as disturbing and 

intrusive.  Like thunder on top of us. 

While in the Village, the jet noise rumbling and roaring was very loud.  We all commented on it. 

Window rattling jet noise from Growler overflight 

Windows rattled, extremely disturbing, loud noise from growlers. I was tired and in distress all day because my mother passed away 

last night. I could not get much needed sleep, wanted to scream all day! 

Windows rattling, horrible noise and vibration. HORRIBLE. the jet noise overwhelms all other sounds, inside and outside. 

Woke me up, was very loud. 

Woke me up. 

Woke sleeping child 

Woken from deep sleep again by jets flying low over our house. Two in a row so far.after midnight... 

Working inside. Jet overflight - sounded like it might be crashing - a sky ripping sound. 

Wow the other one barely passed.  too much 

Yesterday loud rumbles, today low jets flying over! 

YET ANOTHER jet roar above.  How many today?  20?  30?  40? It has been constant.  The roar is prolonged and loud, penetrating 

through closed doors and windows and overwhelming the music on the stereo.  The Navy is anything but a good neighbor. 

LOW RUMBLE 

2 more days of frequent unnerving vibration 

"77Db 

FLYING HIGHER MAKES HUGE DIFFERENCE" 

A bit more than the rumble when planes are on the runway 

A constant rumbling inside our house; not what I expect to wake up to in a national scenic area 

A little while ago I became agitated and realized that the on again/off again jet noise has been getting to me. I tense up and realize 

that the low rumble makes me feel anxious. This certainly doesn't seem healthy for me, nor our community. 

A low off and o rumbling when I'm trying to sleep 

A very annoying and distracting day.  Loud jets above, and rolling thunder rumbling this evening.  Noisy despite closed windows and 

doors. 

Aircraft going into Vancouver or Sydney 

Aircraft noise loud enough I could hear it over my eelectric lawn mower 3 times mid morning about 10 minutes apart lasting 2-4 

minutes 



also 11:39am, 11:45am, 11:54am, 12:09pm, 1:17pm 

Also 3:48pm, 3:49pm Very loud), 3:52pm, 3:55pm, 3:59pm, 4:38pm, 4:40pm, 4:59pm, 5:07pm, 5:10pm, 5:22pm, 5:33pm, 5:37pm, 

6:33pm, 6:34pm very loud, 6:40pm VL, 6:56pm VL, 6:58pm VL,7:00pm VL, 7:02pm VL, 7:52pm, 8:03pm, 8:16pm, 10:47pm VL, 

10:54pm VL 

Also 4:45pm, 4:48pm, 4:50pm, 4:54pm, 4:56pm, 5:49pm 

Also 8:021pm  and 8:08pm 

Also at 11:55am loud, 1:30pm medium loud. On 5/27/14 very loud at 3:30pm 

Also at 1230 PM and 2:15 PM 

and continuing... 

and intermittently 

"Annoying rumble, heard in our house 

I also heard this same noise, this morning at 10:30 am and 2:30 pm" 

are you getting tired of hearing from me?  i'm  sure getting tired of hearing you 

As if the airport isn't enough! 

Audible noise off and on to after 1pm 

Audible roar every few minutes since 10:30 AM 

"AWESOME !!!  KEEP THEM COMING. TRAINING AND MORE TRAINING ! 

THANK YOU TO ALL SERVICE PERSONEL." 

Background noise from late morning until mid-afternoon.  Distracts from computer work at times. 

Been hearing low rumbling off and on for the last couple hours 

Can hear the rumble over my TV! 

can't see them but have been hearing the annoying rumble since 10am this morning.  don't you ever quit 

Commercial aircraft into Canads 

Consistent distant rumble all morning.  Distracting because I think it is a car coming up the drive and always looking. 

Consistent jet roaring this morning 

Consistent low rumble coming from naval base on Whidbey that disturbs conversation 

Constant jet roar in the air, from the south. Very disturbing. Like constant low roar of truck traffic, or a train. 

Constant low rumble 

Constant low rumble and several overflights up to midnight.  Disrupted outdoor activities and interfered with sleep.  When 

operations are happening we are now living with a constant distracting rumble from the direction of WNAS 

Constant low rumble at a distance, continued for 7-10 minutes. 



Constant rumble in tne south east 

Constant rumble makes it difficult to carry a conversation outdoors 

Constant rumbling of jet engines. Sound like they are flying not too far from here. 

Continued low rumble from direction of WNAS.   Distracted reading and sleep through open bedroom window.  Continued for 30 

minutes or so. 

Continued until past 10:45 pm 

continuing off and on to past 2pm 

Continuing off and on to past 7:20pm 

Continuing off and on, notably at 10:00 and 10:36am 

Continuous low rumble this evening.  Very disturbing since it disrupts the calm of the evening.  Sounds like continuous thunder.  I 

was in Arlington this afternoon and was disturbed by what appeared to be growler jets above, very noisy. 

Continuous low rumble.  very disturbing. 

Continuous roar for the last 45 minutes 

Continuous rumble on the south horizon.  Continuous and disturbing. 

Dark and overcast so did not see aircraft. 

Deep jet engine noise in the air, though the windows and doors are closed! 

Deep rumbling heard inside house for last 30 minutes. 

Did not see A/C. Heard distinct rumbles while at UVic. Went on for 20 minutes. 

Did not see aircraft. Heard low rumble from about 10 pm until well past 11 pm. 

did not see the aircraft, but the noise was constant from after i got home (around 5:00 pm) to a little while after dinner. the 

grumbling is extremely obnoxious. 

didn't see, just heard 

distinct, lasting roar 

distinct, lasting roar 

distinct, lasting rumble 

Distracted attention inside house. 

Disturbed sleep, ongoing loud roars. 

disturbing focused group activity 

don't you ever quit it's 5pm for gods sake 

Dreadful, almost constant background roar 

endless /killing my hope to live 



endless running of jet engine ...Why?  Burn fuel?  Waste?  I can't go outside for peace and quiet.  The jet noise spoils so much of 

living a rural life.  Take your jets to the deserts of the SW. 

ENDLESS, ENDLESS, ENDLESS RUNNING OF JET ENGINES...WHY? WASTE FUEL?  GOING OUTSIDE FOR A WALK I MUST PUT ON BIG 

EAR PROTECTORS.  THANK YOU FOR SPOILING OUR NATURAL ENVIRONMENT.  YOU ARE NOT A GOOD NEIGHBOR. 

Even at the ferry landing we can hear the growlers 

Evening and we still have to listen to this rumble... very disturbing. 

Extended jet noise, rumbling, loud, continuous. 

Extremely loud overflight lasted several minutes 

Faint intermittent rumbling to the south 

Fairly constant rumbling all day long.  Difficult to be outside. 

For days, there has been this constant low rumble. It is unbelievable! What kind of insanity is this for one of the most beautiful, 

natural places on the face of the earth??? 

From 11:30am until 2:30pm there were several jet noise incidents. There was also a north/south flight that happened repeatedly, 

quite low. 

From 2:30pm on until I left the area around 4:30pm there was almost always jet noise. You would hear the jet for about a minute, 

then you could hear birds and the laughter of kids playing at Watmough for about two minutes, then jet noise again. 

From 8:30 AM to about 2 PM, jet rumble was audible roughly 75% of the time 

growler 

Hard to sleep with this rumble 

Hear them intermittently all morning and into early afternoon 

Heard 3 separate instances this evening of loud rumbling.  I was startled by the noise each time it began and it interrupted my 

activity 

Heard from inside the home 

Heard jet for about 5 minutes.  I could see it from inside the house where it flew from north to south just east of the house and then 

turned back south, then turned to head northeast away from property. 

Heard jet rumble from in town. Loud enough to be heard from indoors. Late enough to be annoying. 

Heard low roar of jet from indoors. Broke my concentration and I had to put my book down. 

Heard low rumble over blare of television while exercising indoors. 

Heard often winter of 2013/2014 especially and occasionally spring of 2014; loud enough to disturb our dog 

Hearing jet noise while watching TV. 

Hearing low rumbles all day today inside and outside.  Now I'm trying to go to sleep and still hearing it so have to play the radio 

loudly to mask the NOISE. 

Heavy rumble with distant jet noise 



High altitude sound not so much rumble mostly jet noise 

Huge ROAR 

I am trying to sleep but difficult with the noise. 

I can hear the rumble while in my house 

I go to bed and a Growler comes growling over our bedroom window at 10 p.m. at night!!! 

I'm reporting just the most recent incident.  The low rumbling that we associate with the growlers has been a steady companion 

over the past couple of weeks (and earlier). 

incessant tedious rumbling all morning 

Increased activities at the navy base has been noticed for a couple of weeks.  Every day, there is low rumble and sometimes 

vibrations from takeoffs and landings at Whidbey 

Irritating low rumble all evening, well past bedtime 

It has started.  Prolonged rumbling roar at 9:11am, Mud Bay, Lopez.  Another miserable day? 

It is 10:43 at night for goodness sake.  The engine rumble is constant and disruptive to sleep. 

It is 11:09 at night.  The jet engine roaring continues. All doors and windows are closed and the rumbling continues to penetrate the 

house. This is disrupting my ability to relax and sleep. 

It was a loud jet noise not a rumble.  The jet was at a very high altitude and we couldn't see it. 

It's 8:30 pm.  Stop flying over our houses and give us some peace! 

Jet engines roaring again. 

Jet noise all day today.  Currently they are rumbling around in the air.  Roaring. 

Jet noise continues from morning to afternoon.  A very noisy day. Jets roaring from the south. 

Jet noise continues.  Sounds like constant thunder.  is this going to last all night?  How is a person to sleep????? 

Jet noise rumbling.  Loud. 

Jet noise still rumbling and it is 10:43pm.  How can a person sleep?  It has been a very disturbing day. 

jet noise with rumble 

jet noise with rumble 

jet noise with rumble 

Jet noise, not very distant, very distracting. 

Jet roar 

Jet roar, unseen, sounds like Growler 

Jet roaring and rumble 

Jet rumble and roar 



Jets are roaring around.  Very noisy and disruptive. 

Jets continue to roar around.  Clouds, so I can't see anything, but it is very noisy outside AND inside. 

Jets roaring around 

just hear the constant annoying rumble which has been going on for the last three weeks 

Larger plane very low but not extremely loud, heading south over Lopez out to Straits then gentle turn east, also 2:29 in east to west 

pattern over south end of Lopez, anslo 2:31pm in south then east turn, 2:37pm same - all very low flyovers 

Lasted 8-9 minutes 

Late evening, time to sleep and there is a disturbing low rumble of jet engines.  Erratic noise, deep rumbling, unable to relax.  Stop 

this noise! 

Long and loud. Fly  somewhere else. This is not the sound of freedom.  It is the sound of Navy not being a good neighbor. 

Long rumble 

Lots of loud rumbling heard while outside. It scares our dog and she won't walk. 

loud but not as loud as one 10 minutes ago 

Loud jet noise penetrating closed windows and doors. 

Loud jets again. Fly somewhere else. 

loud low rumble ongoing since Began at 10:45 PM, now 11:45 PM.  Sleep is impossible, the noise extremely disturbing.  When will it 

stop? 

loud rumble 

loud rumbles in the sky made it difficult to sleep 

Loud rumbles most of the day beginning @ 9am and not ending until after 9:30pm!  Sounded like thunder on a sunny day. 

Loud rumbling disrupted sleep 

loud, low rumbling, sporadic, started evening 1/6/2015. Sounds like landslide/earthquake. VERY UNSETTLING!!!! 

loudest after 4:30- still going strong at 6:15 . Not as vibrating as often is the case 

Low and slow - close but not visible, trees 

low and slow, could be heard for quite a while 

low flyovers, not as loud as the many blasts we had during the day. Also flyover at 4:48pm 

Low ground rumble -- disrupted reading in house.   Last several days the rumble has started a few minutes after nine am -- seems a 

new scheduling approach. 

Low ground rumble from WNAS -- disrupted my attention working at the computer in my office.  Been happening on and off all day 

since about 8 am. 

Low ground rumble.  Becoming an unwelcomed norm.  Distracted from computer work I was doing in my office. 

Low grumble 



Low rumble at a distance, for about 3-5 minutes. 

Low rumble coming through window in to office from direction of WNAS.  Distracted my attention from computer work. 

Low rumble continuing for at least 15 minutes at this time 

Low rumble disrupting sleep inside house. 

Low rumble distracting through office window 

Low rumble for 10 or so now, ongoing, disrupted my attention from computer work.  Coming from direction of WNAS 

Low rumble from direction of WNAS.  Lasted a minute.  On and off low rumbling most of the morning. 

Low rumble from the direction of WNAS noticeable during business phone call inside office space. 

Low rumble from Whidbey NAS direction -- caused me to lose concentration on work report I was writting. Only lasted a short time, 

but the disruption damage already done. 

Low rumble from WNAS direction distracted me from my computer work in my office. 

Low rumble from WNAS direction, distracted me from my computer work inside.  Has been going on on and off most of the morning. 

Low rumble from WNAS noticeable inside office and at times distracting background noise. Started early evening and continuing 

past 9:45 pm 

low rumble is audible about 5 times per week-duration 5 minutes pros 

Low rumble loud enough to distract my computer work indoors.  Lasted only a few minutes, but again, distracting 

low rumble off in the distance 

Low rumble off to the east.  did not see aircraft 

Low rumble ongoing from WNAS this morning.   Constant background noise inside office that at times disrupts my attention.  

Beginning to feel as though we live alongside a freeway or an ongoing rolling thunderstorm. 

Low rumble starting about 9 pm and continuing now for 30 minutes. Disruptive outside, noticeable inside as a constant background 

noise 

Low rumble that caused me to look away from my computer work.  Lasted under one minute, but very noticeable inside my office. 

Low rumble that interfered with outdoor campfire with a constant background rumble.  Last through 9:30 pm. 

Low rumble through out day 

low rumble throughout the whole day 

"Low rumble to 

the south east" 

low rumble varying in pitch like approaching severe weather 

Low rumble, a bit of vibration on windows starting at 9 am and continuing now on and off through 10 am.   Disrupting of inside 

activities and concentration on work. 

LOW RUMBLING TO LOUD RUMBLING.STATIC RUN-UP TESTING? LOUD ENOUGH TO WAKE ME UP! 



Low rumbling. Disturbing 

Low thunder, rumbling in the morning, and now continuing in the afternoon.  Very unpleasant to be outside 

Low to moderate rumble just about all day.  Seems to have picked up in the evening.  Noticed inside and outside of house 

low vibrating rumble on & off since early eving. 

moderate high freq jet noise with rumble like a freight train 

More late night rumbling 

Mostly continuous rumble like thunder, this morning and early afternoon.  Very distracting. Decided not to take guests to Iceberg 

Point.  Too noisy. 

mostly jet noise rumble sounds muffeled 

nearby slow moving growler 

Nine o'clock and later. 

No aircraft seen. Low/medium rumble has been off and on all morning, and yesterday. I can only imagine what it is closer to 

Whidbey 

No just heard it.  We have heard it many times on Waldron on the East side. It was a low pitched loud rumble.  I am a long time 

resident and this was not apparent when we bought the property in 1990.  The use in this type of area with the environment 

No problem with the noise.  Wish I was at the Base to see the actual take-off. 

No sight, seemed like ground operations 

No sighting, low rumble to the south 

No visible aircraft. Loud, low rumble to the west. 

No, just tired of living on the edge of a volcano 

Noise continued intermittently through the afternoon. 

Noise continued off and on to 12:55pm 

Noise continued to after 1:30pm 

noise off to the east for roughly 5 minutes 

Noisy jets roaring in the airspace above. 

Normal rumble level -- We call this "The sound of Freedom" 

not earth shaking, bearable 

Nothing sighted.  Distinct rumbling heard in Oak Bay Canada 

on going rumble 

Ongoing Low rumble now lasting for 1/2 hour more.  Disrupts attention through my closed office window. 

Ongoing low rumble. Very unsettling. 



ongoing noise from distant operations. No end in sight for sleep disruption 

Ongoing roar from the base. 

outside with dog and  could hear as continual sound 

overhead 

passing rumble 

Periodic but consistent jet rumbles all afternoon and this evening.  Sounds like the Growler flying a little to the south of us. 

Pervasive jet roaring noise. 

Prolonged Jet roaring, Mud Bay, Lopez 

Prolonged roars from jets flying not too far from here.  Quite noisy.  Not a quiet evening. 

Really more than just  a "low rumble" but no vibration.  Slow flying and a roar before receding.  Could not see the plane - trees and 

clouds. 

Regular rumblings yesterday.  Very sad to hear on such a nice day.  Beginning again today... 

Repeated low rumble in afternoon 

Repeated low rumbling 

Repeated run up of low frequency rumble. 

Roar from base. 

Roaring jet engine noise, heard and felt despite doors and windows being closed and music on the radio. Mud Bay. 

Roaring sound of jet engines 

rumble 

Rumble and vibration from aircraft at Whidbey NAS.  It seems they are just sitting on the runway revving the engines. 

Rumble for the last half hour in the middle of the island 

Rumble from WNAS audible during school board meeting. Made it harder to understand conference call participants. Happened 

serveral times during meeting. 

Rumble heard from inside house 

rumble noise...again at 10:15 am 

Rumble off to the SE 

rumble was loud enough to be heard over the storm 

Rumbles from jets that appear to be in the vicinity.  Distracting, noisy.  Can't tell the difference between thunder, someone in the 

driveway or what. 

Rumbling all morning off and on...disrupted phone conversations 

Rumbling carrying all the way to my home 



Rumbling on and off for several hours.   Very, very irritating. 

Rumbling throughout most of the morning and afternoon 

running jets for an hour...stationary on tarmac 

Several hours of on and off low rumbling 

Several times all morning - distant but persistent 

Significant jet engine noise this evening. 

Significant jet noise. 

Significantly disturbing rumbling from jets going on today, along with some very noisy low fly-overs. 

slow moving growler 

sound was load enough inside the house to be heard over loud music 

Sounded like Growler 

sounds like a jet flying very low to the ground. 

Sounds like aircraft taking off 

sounds like continuous thunder 

thanks for the nice quiet holiday.  I guess youre back to bothering us from the sound of things 

The jet rumble continues from morning to afternoon and now to the evening.  Constant thunder.  Hard to stay focused on anything 

and uncomfortable to be outside. 

The low rumble got louder and softer over a period of 13-14 minutes. 

The low rumble is on/off. . . Sporatic and very unsettling. 

The noise continues from 12:12 to 1:30 and later, off and on. 

The noise has been constant for most of an hour. 

The rumble from your jets ruins the peace and quiet of my home and land. 

the rumbling is starting again 

The rumbling starts on Monday morning.  Heard and felt even though doors and windows are closed and TV is on. 

The wall of sound nearly continuous for about an hour around 12 -1. Kept noticing it and checking for what it could be, and then 

remembered. Alarming until I register it and then irritating. 

There has been a low rumble most of the day. I find myself bracing against it. It is impossible to feel "at home" with this constant 

rumbling. This is cruel. 

This is about the tenth jet I have heard this morning. Are you trying to ruin my morning because I am reporting this terrible noise. 

This report covers today, part of yesterday and many days and nights in the past.  We are so far away and yet the deep annoying 

rumble travels all the way over here. 

trying to sleep and cannot… 



Two military jets 

Two or three other jet noises this evening also. 

Usual rumble and jet noise less intense than 10AM this morning 

Wall of noise from jet engines 

We did not see aircraft. We could just hear and feel a low rumble that was very disconcerting and stressful. 

We don't even get Sundays off now! 

We hear the airplanes, but not a problem 

We need more loudness options.   Much worse than  "low" rumble but not "extremely" loud.   Annoyingly loud..... 

What do we have to do to get some time free from noise - 9.15pm on a Sunday evening is NOT acceptable? 

Woke me up from sleep. 

Working outside disturbed the total peace of the day 

RUMBLE AND VIBRATION 

"Gates of Hell" kind of sound 

"10AM: THE RUMBLE BEGINS. Then a flyover - P8? 

12:25pm Overflight 65dbA inside 

12:33 pm Loud rumble" 

12 loud grumbles heard while walking around Mt Doug in Victoria. No respite on west side with Mountain between us and Whidbey 

Island.  This is not uncommon at our house in Oak Bay east of Victoria. 

3 days of inescapable  rumble and vibration indoors  destroys concentration while working on project requiring intense focus 

3 disrupted activities during the day and also this one. Several (10-15) low rumbles or vibrations during afternoon, evening and until 

late at night. 

3 flyovers within 30 minutes while parked at Chadwick Marsh area on Watmough Head Rd. 

3 Growlers went over our house one after the other. They were higher than usual. 

3:05 in the afternoon on Mud bay.  There is a roaring sound and suddenly the house is vibrating and it feels like an earthquake.  Jet 

noise. 

55-60dbA Is this the beginning of a night of noise?  WE NEED A SCHEDULE OF FCLP  AND CCA! 

76 Db 

"81 Db  2nd report within 8 minutes. Unnecessarily flyin too low 

 

FROST ISLAND" 

81 Db  low elevation flyover....why so low 20 miles from takeoff base?????  FROST ISLAND 



"81 dB 

 

Flying way to low  no reason to do this on bright sunny day" 

9.15am and intermittently since.....   life on Lopez is miserable 

a "run-up" ? - sustained noise with no aircraft visible 

A day of endless rumbling.   I can't post enough complaints - I don't have enough time. 

A miserable afternoon of intermittent rumbling. 

A wall of sound rolls through our environment this evening.  Jet engines....  What a way to ruin Lopez. 

After listening all afternoon yesterday to the jets and then waking up to it again this morning...enough please. 

again today, but worse.  It's after 9pm (10 hrs so far) and getting worse.  So, the Navy waited until after Rick Larson's visit and then 

bombards us day and night!!!  Giving us civilian's the aural finger.  This constant noise/vibration is insane. 

Ah, another day to listen to our friends from Whidbey! 

Air craft heard /felt over Victoria, bc 

Air craft sounds heard/felt in Victoria BC 

aircraft flying NE over village 

Aircraft rumble and vibration 

All day today, 11/18 & yesterday, 11/17 lots of rumblings.  They are hard to distinguish from the smaller earthquakes we have had 

nearby. 

All morning - expect it to continue throughout the day (usually does) 

All morning, noise from engines testing(?) and over flights. 

Almost 9pm and the jet engines are roaring.  Another long and noisy night. The house is vibrating.  How is a person supposed to 

sleep? 

Also 10:14pm, 9:22pm, 9:20pm, 9:08pm, 9:01pm, 8:58pm, 7:08pm, 5:48pm, 5;46pm, 5:39pm, 5:05pm, 4:29pm, 4:27pm 

also 11:09, 12:07pm. 2:34pm. 5:12pm 

Also 11:30am, 11:44am, 11:46am, 12:00, 12:05pm some low rumble, some loud 

Also 3:06pm, noise continued for many minutes., not just a minute of noise and then back to normal. 

Also 8:07am, 11:28am, 11:49am, 11:57am, 12:14pm and several others in the morning. 

Also noise (not as loud) at 11:15am, 11:55am and 1:30pm 

And 12:03am, 12:06am, 12:14am, 12:25am and a few more 

and continuing to at least 10:47 am off and on 

and it is 10 minutes later and it is still going on.  It would be better to be sleeping. 



And several other times  (about 10) within the hour. Two were very loud 

And several others later in evening, 10:30 etc 

And so the third day of THUNDER from Jet engines begins.  Vibrating our home. Loud and roaring. 

And the roar, rumble and vibrations CONTINUE.  The jet engines keep going and going.  Floor vibrating right now. 

Annoying rumble and vibration 

Another day of intermittent rumbling and rattling courtesy of the US Navy.   If I made a report of every noise incident I would do 

little else with my days.   Complaints barely register the endless noise being inflicted on us. 

Another day of loud rumbling, vibration and misery. 

Another engine roar heard throughout the house.  I work at home.  This is distracting me from work that requires concentration. 

ANOTHER Excessive roar and vibration. Mud Bay, Lopez Island 

ANOTHER excessive ROAR, RUMBLE and Vibration.  House shakes. 

Another flyover - intense noise from jet - sound was at the level similar to being under jets flying off the runway at SEATAC. 

Another long day of noise. 

another loud one 

Another miserable, noisy day courtesy of NAS Whidbey 

Another morning of engine roaring. 

Another noisy, miserable morning courtesy of NASWI. 

ANOTHER roar and rumble and vibration.  What is going on????  AM I GOING TO BE CHASED OUT OF MY HOME AGAIN? 

ANOTHER roar and rumble from Growler engines.  The house vibrates. 

Another roar and rumble. Mud bay, Lopez 

Another ROAR and VIBRATION.  House shudders. Mud Bay, Lopez island 

ANOTHER Roar and vibration.  Not even 9am yet.  Mud Bay, Lopez island.  House vibrates.  I vibrate. 

ANOTHER Roar, rumble and vibration. 

ANOTHER rumble and vibration that shakes the house.  Sounds like a jet taking off next door.  How can I concentrate with this going 

on? 

ANOTHER Rumble, roar and VIBRATION throughout my home.  I will have to leave again today. 

approximately 6PM yesterday there was constant jet noise and rumbling directly, for about an hour, south of Shaw heard over Lopez 

Is.  I will time this more accurately now that I am aware of a complaint system. 

Back at the rumbling and window rattling. I just want to have some peace and quiet where I live. This definitely impacts my vacation 

rental business! No one will want to vacation on SJI and listen to that loud an obnoxious noise. 

Background rumble from ground and WNAS direction.  Unable to ignore indoors, disrupted family activities.  Lasted 20 minutes late 

at night 



Began around 15:00 and has been constant ever since. Can be overheard over the news hour on the tv. Also rattles the  east 

windows 

Begins at 9:00 am and continued throughout the day. Rattles the windows, shifts pictures hanging on the wall and I feel the rumble 

in my body. 

behind trees - sounded low 

Big roar and rumble 

BIG ROAR and VIBRATION.  House vibrates. 

Big roar and vibration.  Lopez island, Mud Bay 

BIG ROARING and VIBRATION.  Another day of disorientation looms ahead?  Yesterday was a total loss due to jet noise roaring and 

rumbling. 

big rumble 

Brief but loud 

Brief but loud EA18 rumble plus regular jet noise 

Cannot see aircraft, in Oak Bay, Victoria 

Can't see aircraft only hear them periodically. Deep low rumble that vibrates house. All late morning and afternoon. 

cloudy 

Common type of low rumble with some window vibration. 

Comtinuous rumbling 

consistent with noise and vibration  heard like a very  large truck in my yard. heard regularly but first time to report 

Constand rumbling today - very stressful. 

Constant  rumble noise from the SE  can't see as it is dark. Noise is coming  from the direction of Whidbey. 

Constant jet engine noise form ground level over Lopez 

constant low level rumble and vibration 

Constant low rumble is causing ear pain 

Constant low rumble is causing ear pain and it's impossible to even have a phone converstaion. 

constant noise from distant operations, our sleep is being disturbed-very distressing and anxiety producing 

Constant roaring.  Constant. Rumbling and vibrating.  Feels like a war zone here on Mud Bay. 

Constant rumble after 14 hours of torture yesterday and 12 hours Monday. 

Constant rumble and vibration from Whidbey activities including a Growler flyover for good measure.  We have been hearing alot of 

noise this entire week, causing annoyance to disturbance of activities. 

constant rumble disrupting sleep 

Constant rumble since early morning.  Noise coming from the southeast over Lopez. 



Constant rumbling and vibration all afternoon.  Disturbing my work! 

Constant rumbling. After the appalling onslaught of the previous two days I expect we are supposed to be grateful for the reduction 

in the level of misery being inflicted. 

Continual loud rumbling 

continual noise for last 2 hours 

Continuation of Growler engine run ups through the morning until past noon, very loud and disturbing. 

Continued engine rumbling causing disruption and vibration.  10:47 at night.  Is that reasonable?  Unable to sleep. 

Continued flights loud disruptive 

Continuing BIG RUMBLE and VIBRATION 

continuing into the afternoon off and on 

Continuing roaring and vibration.  Sounds like growler take-offs? 

Continuing rumble and roar and vibration. 

Continuous during evening until at least 2300 

Continuous jet engine rumbling and vibration.  It is not quiet around here by any means.  Sounds like continuous thunder. 

continuous rattling of the windows and structural vibration.  Residents are restless. 

Continuous rumble rolling up the Sound 

Continuous rumbling 

Continuous rumbling and jet noise this afternoon. 

Continuous rumbling and vibration all evening.  This is awful. Mud Bay, Lopez. 

Continuous rumbling from jets in distance 

Continuous rumbling.  Very disturbing.  Distracting. Unable to concentrate on my work. 

Continuous rumbling. Time to go to sleep. Very annoying 

Could hear/feel rumble from inside the house. 

Could not hear a normal conversation in my house.  Terrible.  Why are you flying so slow and making so much noise. 

Could not hear an outside conversation with a visitor. 

Could not see aircraft but the rumble and vibration was very loud and disruptive. This is almost a daily occurrence and very 

unnerving. 

"dark outside- did not see 

Loud rumbling and vibration intermittent fly overs" 

decibel meter registered 91 dB C- weighted for sustained winds at the time of the rumbling.  still hearing jets, hmmm. 

Deep rumble, thuds and vibration again.  Distracting me from my report  analysis and writing job.  Windows shaking. 



Deep rumbling  as we try to sleep 

Deep thrumming, disturbing. It keeps going. It hurts my ears. 

Deep vibrations, long rumbles.  Can feel the vibrations in my feet and in my nervous system off and on throughout the day 

did not see intense rumble and vibration palpable and intense 

Did not see planes but heard them over a 20 minute period.  Woke up a family member who works nights. 

Did not see the aircraft - over cast sky ~ shakes the house, pictures on walls shift and feel vibration in my body. 

Did not see the aircraft.  It's a cloudy day.  Rumble and Vibration continued intermittently for 30 minutes as of this writing. 

didn't see sounds like a war zone and the animals are stressed 

Directional sound coming from the east towards Navy Whidbey. Also at 9:05am, 9:33am, 1:12pm, 1:26pm, 1:28pm 

disrupted conversation, concentration, work and peaceful bay.  all day, most days, every few minutes vibration and rumble.  louder 

than a vacuum cleaner, wood splitter or blower. 

Disrupting any activity, including sleep. Going on all evening for many nights over the last 10 days 

disrupting sleep 

Disruptive noise while walking on beach with visitors; couldn't hear each other for a bit of time 

Distant almost constant roar. Even when this noise is less immediate, it is still awful and destroys all peace and quiet. Very stressful 

to have constant noise, like living near a freeway. 

distant and prolonged 

Distant low rumble 

Disturbed by sudden rumbling.  Sounds like growler jet engines. 

Disturbed sleep 

disturbing 

disturbing 

disturbing 

disturbing loudness 

disturbing low rumble 

don't worry about bombing anyone the constant rumble will drive the enemy crazy and they'll surrender 

During a native plants tour of the san Juan Islands National Monument 

Endless loud rumbling  today. 

"Endless rumbling this evening. Warmest night of the year and had to shut windows to try and reduce the noise.  

 

Wife can't fall asleep. I haven't tried" 



"Endless rumbling.    

Distracting and irritating." 

Engine noise has ramped up in the past 15 minutes.  Now it is a CONSTANT rumble and vibration all around.  CONSTANT.  I have 

company, and they are complaining. 

Engine run ups from aircraft on the ground at N.A.S.  Shaking the house, deep vibration penetrating the body. 

Even the dog looked up.  Very disturbing.  Gets your attention right away. 

Excessive and loud roaring and vibration 

Excessive and prolonged roar, rumble and VIBRATION. 

Excessive LOUD and PROLONGED roaring.  Vibrations all over the house. 

Excessive ROAR and rumble and vibration from a jet engine somewhere. 

EXCESSIVE Roar and rumble and vibration.  My chair vibrates as I sit at my computer. 

EXCESSIVE roaring, rumbling and vibration. Mud Bay, Lopez 

extended loud low frequency rumbling 

Extended ROAR, rumble and vibration.  the house shakes. Lopez Island 

EXTENDED Rumble and vibration felt in Lopez Village, at the Library. 

Extreme loud sound inside house from engine run ups 

Extreme rumble 

Extreme rumble is rattling our windows. 

Extremely loud jet noise. Very loud and prolonged. 

Extremely loud rumble and vibration. Lasted 4 minutes 

Extremely loud shock waves rumbling the ground from under my feet and up into my stomach and head 

Fairly constant rumbling all day. 

Feel vibration indoors objects on shelves rattle 

Feeling noise/vibration indoors through furniture 

Finally, after yet another miserable day of noisy rumbling  the Navy has subsided - if I am lucky I may have a couple of hours of 

silence before bedtime, and that will be all the silence I will enjoy today! 

flew overhead from west to east.  Could not see aircraft but heard rumble and vibrating windows while vacuuming. 

flying way too low for any reasonable purpose at this hour and apparently circling around 

Fly-over caused house and objects to vibrate. 

Fly-over caused house to vibrate for the second time this morning. 



Fog and rain prevented visuals.  Vibration on glassware shelves.  Conversations difficult.  General sense of discomfort, like bombers 

on the way. 

For the third day in a row the thunder and rumble and vibration from the growlers has begun again.  It ended at midnight last night.  

This is not acceptable for a populated region that includes tourism. 

Frequent episodes of loud rumbling and vibration all morning. 

Frequent episodes of loud rumbling this morning. 

Frequent incidents of very loud rumbling. 

Frequent noise asaults all day. 

From sunset on, for a couple of hours almost continuous noise, from a low rumble to a gut moving vibration.  This is our biggest 

visitor week of the year - what are they trying to do?  Ruin us?  Save our reputation as a quiet island, our sanity. 

General horror. 

Going on for awhile and continuing as I type 

Ground rumble -- strong enough to rattle lights and mirrors inside house.  Ongoing series of these all afternoon 10 minutes apart or 

so. 

Ground rumble rattling windows in house and disrupting office activities.  Has been intermittent and disruptive all morning 

Growler flew by interrupting activity, singing 

Growler jet flew near our house at low altitude, vibrating house.  Also, most of evening we heard rumbling from base. 

Growler jets flew near my house (south), and yes I could see them.  Loud and disruptive.  The noise continues through the evening 

hours 

Growlers doing Controlled Carrier Approach on runway 14. 50-60dbA inside measurements.  Difficult to sleep. Ear protection does 

nothing to get rid of the vibration. 

Growlers flew over my house at approximately 1000 feet, very loud resulting in house vibrations 

Growlers flying near my house, loud with vibrations. 

had to stop talking until it passed 

heading west 

Heard and felt low rumble inside cinder-block building. 

Heard and felt only, no sighting.  Has been going on all day, extremely disruptive and very disturbing to domestic animals 

heard it 

heard loud rumbling noise and felt ground vibrate numerous times in this 2 hour or about time period today 

Heard passing slowly by 

Heard rumble, and it grew lounder 

Heard, not seen, for second time in the last couple of weeks 



Heavy Rumble and vibration with loud jet noise 

Hours of persistent rumbling jet noise.  It is the aural equivalent of what it would be like to live at the edge of  an open sewage pit. 

House and floor were vibrating 

House has been shaking for 2 hours on and off.  Animals are severely frightened. 

House is vibrating again.  LOUD Prolonged RUMBLE and Vibration. I cannot concentrate on my writing. Jets are flying noisily around 

and above my home on Mud Bay, Lopez island. As I write there is a second rumble and vibration. 

House is vibrating again.  Seems like every 5-7 minutes.  ROAR.  THUNDER. VIBRATION. 

House is vibrating AGAIN.  TREMENDOUS and PROLONGED rumble and roar.  I am vibrating. 

House is vibrating the jet roar at this moment. 

House shaking vibration from Growler engine run-ups.  Living in a war zone, victims of our own so-called protectors.  War games at 

the expense our well being! 

How do you write on a desk which is shaking? 

Huge and extended roar and rumble 

Huge and prolonged roar and rumble and vibration at 8:55am on a Sunday morning on Lopez Island. 

HUGE and PROLONGED roar and Rumble.  The house is vibrating.  Will this last all day again? 

HUGE engine roar; noise penetrates inside and vibrates the house. 

Huge Roar and extended vibration. 

HUGE ROAR and prolonged vibration. Lopez island 

HUGE roar and rumble and VIBRATION.  It has been going on all day.  This is abusive. 

Huge roar and rumble. House vibrates. 

Huge roar and vibration of jet engine noise. 

HUGE roar and vibration, early morning, 9:40am, Lopez.  Interrupted conversation because at first it sounded like an earthquake, 

which I have experienced. 

HUGE ROAR and VIBRATION.  prolonged. 

Huge Roar and VIBRATION.  there has been no peace today.  Have not accomplished my goals for my work. 

Huge roar, rumble and vibration. Mud bay, Lopez 

HUGE roar, rumble and vibration. Mud Bay, Lopez Island 

HUGE RUMBLE and VIBRATION 

i  heard it over the radio as i was washing the milking equipment 

I am so tired of living with noise. 

I am soooo tired of listening to noise. 



I am trying to report each VIBRATION and ROLLING THUNDER.  House is vibrating again. 

I am wanting to comment on the Growler noise that we hear from time to time (though not today) 

I could hear rumbling and the house vibrated some. 

I had to leave my home on Mud Bay due to disruptive roaring and vibration from Whidbey.  I was walking in the Village at 2:43 when 

an extraordinarily loud roar and vibration occurred for a prolonged period of time. 

I had to leave my home on the south end of Lopez because the noise and vibration were disrupting me.  I am here in the Village and 

can still hear and feel the rumble, roar and vibration. All afternoon. Growlers. 

I have been subjected to rumbling virtually all day.   It is exhausting. 

I haven't time to comment every time the navy fly overhead, suffice to say we are having an unpleasant, rumbling day with frequent 

noisy episodes. 

I hear the rumble on a regular periodic basis.  Today was notable since things started to vibrate -- the noise was physically 

uncomfortable. 

I hear you. I am in my house watching TV and all of a sudden you are there . I need to turn up the TV in my house just to hear it as 

you fly over. And in fact, I can not turn the volumn up enough. I heard your jet until  7:59 pm. I am inside my house 

I needed to go outside to determine what the rumble was about--what it was--it continued until I was able to fall asleep finally 

I was on the phone and it was too loud 

I was walking in my garden and the CONSTANT rumble from your jets was so loud and ruined the peace and quiet of the islands.  Go 

fly the jets in the desert. 

If anyone but our own country were making this awful racket that actually causes ears to hurt, you would do something about it and 

protect us. 

i'm trying to get some sleep here 

Immense roar, rumble and Vibration.  Mud Bay, Lopez.  Been going on all day. 

incessant rumble and loud jet noise.     Time to sleep.  Too hot to close up house. 

Incredible roar and vibration.  Distracted me from concentrating on data I am analyzing. 

Intense jet roars.  Sounds like Growler 

Intensive ROAR, rumble and vibration. Lopez island 

Intermittent loud rumbling 

Intermittent loud rumbling for the last hour 

Intermittent loud rumbling from Ault Field which points right at Aleck bay 

Intermittent rumbling 

Interrupted my train of thought 

Is it thunder, a fire in my chimney, a train, a tornado, what am I hearing? Oh yes, NAS Whidbey. Every time it is disturbing. 

It seems like every morning now... I sit in my office and have to tolerate the low rumble that consistently distracts and disturbs 



It's midnight and hard to sleep with this noise 

Jet - not seen due to cloud cover.  Had to stop conversation in office until jet moved out of area. 

Jet engine roar and vibration.  Once, then again 30 seconds later.  prolonged. 

Jet engine rumbles continue.  Loud and disturbing. It is past midnite. 

Jet noise 915-918, 923-925, 9:30-933. Noise like a freight train traveling on tracks a block away from house. Walking in Bay shore rd 

causeway on western fisherman's bay 

Jet noise again, and again, and again.  Disruptive to dinner time. 

Jet noise all around.  Sounds like some take-off rumble as well as flying noise. Very distracting as I try to work. 

Jet noise continues loud and rumbling. 

Jet noise continues to rumble around. I am distracted. I have not been able to get a consistent line of thought today.  My report is 

due and I can't write it. 

Jet noise continues.  I cannot stay outside, it is too uncomfortable to have that continuous roaring. 

Jet noise continues.  Thunderous rumbles, roars and vibrations.  I am noting each time as I am able.  Check your records! 

Jet roar continues as if they are flying above and around.  Cloud cover prevents sightings. 

Jet roaring continues. 

Jet roaring continues. Unseen.  Sounds like growler.  Mud Bay, Lopez 

Jet roars continue.  They must be flying all around, and, as we know, their noise travels far. 

Jet rumble and vibration continue here on Mud Bay, Lopez.  Is this going to occur all day?  I have writing work to do and I cannot 

concentrate. 

Jet rumble and vibration heard until late into the night.  Growlers landing and taking off at Ault Field 

Jets continue to ROAR around.  Vibrations continue.  Lopez island 

Jets flying above a little to the south.  Very loud. 

Jets roaring all around. 

Jets roaring around.  Very loud. 

Just when I need my sleep!!! 

Late at night and still hearing and feeling jet rumbles. 

Late night engine rumbling and vibration 

laying in bed listening to the rumble is irritating. Our dogs can't settle down which then causes disturbance in the neighborhood. 

Chain reaction and what not. 

lI could feel my entire house vibrating under my feet. It made a 2nd pass over me as well. 

Listened to rumbling virtually the ENTIRE DAY.   It is outrageous to subject civilians to this in peacetime. 

Located over/in Victoria, bc 



long , loud rumbling , over and over. Trying to sleep is hard. 

Long continuous jet engine rumbling and vibration 

Long lasting 

Long ROARS. Plural.  Prolonged.  Heard and felt though doors and windows are closed. 

Long rumble and vibration 

long rumble passing by 

Lots of jet noise.  They are flying around in the vicinity.  I cannot see them, but I hear their roar and rumble, along with the vibration 

of other jets taking off. 

Loud aircraft and rumbling engine noise this evening 

Loud and continuous rumbling from jet engine noise 

Loud and persistent roaring and rumbling.  Vibrating our home.  Can't hear our music for the NOISE. 

loud and sustained jet engine rumbles.  vibrating the floor. 

Loud blasts coming from Navy Whidbey direction, vibrations inside house at 3:23pm, 3:28pm, 3:13pm, 3:38pm, 3:39pm, 3:40pm, 

3:43pm, 5:28pm, 5:34pm, 5:42pm, 3 or 4 between 9 and 10pm, also 10:33am, 11:39am, 11:57am. Other times also. 

Loud engine noise and rumble and vibration at 1:01pm.  Disturbing. 

LOUD engine roar and rumble and vibration.  heard and felt even though the doors and windows are closed and the TV is on. 

Loud ground rumble all morning and to this point in the afternoon on and off.  Disruptive to activities inside the house including 

attempts to concentrate on computer work 

Loud ground rumble and strong vibration of windows.  Noise disrupted work in house.  Same disruptions thoughout morning at 8:48 

am, 9:05 am as well 

Loud ground rumble from WNAS for much of the evening. Now making it hard to fall asleep. 

Loud ground rumble that vibrated office window and distracted from work. 

Loud ground rumble, rattled windows indoors. 

Loud ground rumble, vibrated windows. 

Loud grumbling 

Loud jet engine noise all morning.  Very disturbing. 

Loud jet engine rumble and vibration 

Loud jet engine rumbling. 

Loud jet noise 

loud jet noise and rumble 

Loud jet noise disrupts the evening conversation outside and inside. 

Loud jet noise from aircraft flying above Mud Bay at 8:04am. 



Loud jet noise from flights in the vicinity 

Loud jet noise throughout this morning, both distant and near, unseen 

loud jet noise with rumble 

loud jet noise with rumble and vibration 

Loud jet noise. Could not see aircraft because of tree cover 

Loud jet overhead, prolonged roar 

Loud jet roar of a jet flying nearby. Thought a machine in my house was on until I figured out it was jet noise. 

Loud low frequency sound all late afternoon and evening.  Enough Already! 

Loud low ground rumble, rattling windows and disrupting work in office. Started at 7 am today and has been loud and rattling house 

all morning long to this point. 

loud noises 

Loud prolonged noise and rumbles that vibrate us and our home 

LOUD PROLONGED ROAR and vibration. 

loud roar and rumble 3 minutes 

Loud roar and rumble and vibration Lopez island 

Loud roar and vibration AGAIN.  Started at 8:06am. Mud Bay, Lopez 

Loud roar and vibration that suddenly increased dramatically, shaking pictures on wall and items on table. 

Loud roar, rumble and vibration. 

Loud roaring and rumble and vibration, accompanied by jet noise roaring everywhere. My home is vibrating. 

LOUD roaring and vibration. 

Loud roaring from jet engine 

Loud roars from the base.  Ongoing. 

LOUD rumble 

Loud rumble and house vibration 

Loud rumble and vibration 

Loud rumble and vibration started at 4pm and through the evening, seemed like it was nonstop 

Loud rumble for 2 minutes, heard and felt inside house. 

loud rumble from a slow moving growler 

Loud rumble from direction of WNAS.  Stopped conversation.  Lasted several minutes.   This was the single loudest moment, but 

rumbling has occurred throughout that day and into the evening (this posting going in at 7 pm).  Audible both inside and out 

Loud rumble heard through open window in bedroom coming from NASW.  Disrupted sleep. 



Loud rumble in the morning and afternoon.  It shakes house and wakes us up.  Happens a lot more in the past year.  Very disturbing. 

Loud rumble late at night disturbed children's and parent's sleep. 

Loud rumble rattling window and disrupting computer work. 

Loud rumble sound later then we usually hear. Disrupted our dinner. 

loud rumble with some vibration several times:  9:04, 9:35, 9:50, 10:45, 11:15, 11:45, 1:50pm 

Loud rumble, shaking my house. Almost every day now. I wonder if this sort of earth shaking could be a cause of landslides? I am far 

away from the center of this activity and yet it still shakes my house and makes concentrating impossible. 

Loud rumbling - a very unpleasant day. 

loud rumbling and ground vibration coming from direction of whidbey island lasted on and off (mostly on) for about 10 minutes 

which is disturbing and also late past bedtime for some. 

Loud rumbling over a protracted period of time. 

Loud rumbling throughout the afternoon.  Floor is vibrating. 

Loud rumbling, shaking inside house, continued to interrupt my work at writing. 

LOUD rumbling. 

Loud rumbling.   It never ends! 

Loud rumblings on & off the past 24 hrs. Some as late as 11 pm & quite intrusive. 

Loud, low rumbling , deafening 

LOUD, prolonged roar, rumble and vibration of jet engines in the distance.  I was outside on the deck and could feel the vibration of 

the deck through my feet.  Why is this?  I am 14 miles away. 

LOUD, Prolonged, vibrations.  The floor shudders. My chair vibrates. Lopez island 6:47pm 

Loud, rumble and vibration for most of the day.  Now have a headache from the constant barrage. This is truly abusive. 

Loud, rumbling and vibrating jet engines noise all afternoon, including loud jet fly-overs I could not see due to clouds.  Painful to be 

outside. 

Loud, sustained rumble 

Louder than usual rumbling. difficult to stay focused on activities. 

Low but loud rumble. Sent dog running for cover. 

low flying over home 

Low loud deep rumbling with vibrating air 

Low rumble and vibration.  Disrupted conversation outdoors and noticeable indoors.  Now 9:40 and rumble continues.  Disrupted 

outdoor conversations on perfect summer evening. 

Low rumble coming across Aleck Bay 

"Low rumble that vibrates our walls 



North end of Lopez Island" 

Low rumble with a couple of overflights lasting close to two hours -- 9:10 to 11:15 pm.  Noise was disruptive outside and made sleep 

difficult inside. 

Low rumble with severe vibration affecting eardrums and causing items on surfaces to rattle and move. 

low rumbling and some vibrations...9:05, 10:45...10:55 AM 

Low rumbling and vibration of jet engines in the distance.  Very disturbing. 

Low to loud ruble all day long 

Low, loud rumble, windows and contents on shelves rattling 

Low, loud rumble.  Startling pets and sending the dog running for cover. 

Menacing rumble off and on all day. Visiting guests who were thinking about moving to the island consider the growlers a real 

negative 

"moderate high freq jet noise with 

high energy rumble like a freight train" 

MOR deep roaring, rumbling and vibration....jet engine noise.  Why do I have to hear and feel this when I am 14 miles away? 

More Growler engine run ups- just as loud as the previous events noted earlier today. 

More loud rumbling. 

More roar, rumble and VIBRATION.  Very jarring and distracting. 

MORE roaring and rumbling.  Very distracting.  How can I concentrate on my writing? 

Most of the day we have been hearing periodic rumbling and vibration of our home due to Growler activities at Whidbey 

much louder than the one 3 minutes ago 

Much louder than the other jet noise that was occurring every few minutes. 

Mud bay, Lopez island.  The ROAR and RUMBLE and VIBRATION continue.  I simply cannot work in this environment. 

Mud bay, Lopez.  The ROARING and RUMBLING and VIBRATION have continued unabated all morning.  It is VERY disruptive.  Can't be 

outside, and when I am working on the computer I cannot concentrate. 

Multiple events throughout the day 

My phone services is being inturrupted.  Esp cell service.  I wish I could report every one but it is difficult. 

My second complaint today.   There is a great deal of rumbling. 

My third complaint today.   Do I live in a democracy that the civilian population should have this misery inflicted upon them? 

My yard smelled like a tarmac. 

"Near constant rumbling. 

My second complaint today but I could complain every 5 minutes! intervals!" 



Nearly constant rumbling for the past hour is frightening pets and waking our children up, and really irritating me! 

never see them only feel like I live in a war zone 

No aircraft seen. Have been hearing the rumble the past few nights 7pm-11pm, and this morning beginning at 8am and continuing 

now. 

no dark 

No sighting, heard rumble and vibration in my chest (like from those really loud bass car speakers) 

Noise continued for about 1/2 hour, when I put on ear protection to mow/not be bothered by the noise. 

Noise for awhile now.  Also today while at false bay from noon til two p.m. 

Noise heard from inside home while watching television.  Noise felt as low intensity vibration.  Happened several minutes later but 

no vibration. 

Noise is  louder than the waves on the beach 

Noise is coming out of the SE from the direction of Whidbey Island 

Noise is ongoing, after hours, and sounds like test engines. 

Noise was pulsing 

Noise woke me from a sound sleep, and happened repeatedly.  I moved here for peace and quiet.  If I wanted to hear jet noise, I 

would live by an airport. 

Noisy aircraft roaring and vibrating.  Huge ROAR. 

Noisy jet rumbling, sounds like a take off.  Distracts me from my work because my first reaction is something is wrong in the house. 

Noisy rumbling directly overhead.   Out military were very concerned about winning hearts and  minds in Afghanistan.   They clearly 

don't care as much about their image here in the US. 

Not the usual "Distant Rumble". Plane was flying near our home but not overhead. Over time several planes passed this close 

Off and on for over one hour 

On a Saturday morning, sounds of war :( 

On Christmas day to impact anyone on this holy day with your reason but only to intrude upon lives testing not pilots but all life with 

psychological warfare/terrorism You are ruining lives and habitat None of this activity do you bear its hell 

Once again the windows shiver and the floor sends vibrations up my feet.  VERY LOUD roar, rumble and vibration. 

ONCE AGAIN, a jet engine roar vibrates this home and my body.  This is going on and on and on and on and on.  Stop!!!! 

One jet after another  after another. Terrible 

"one just now plus 3 previous about 3-5 minutes apart same loudness 

loud regular jet noise plus rumble you can feel in your feet (like a train)" 

One of several noisy events today. 



Ongoing extremely disruptive noise from engine run ups. An evening on the south end of Lopez  has now become an anxious waiting 

game for peace and quiet. 

Ongoing penetrating rumble from Growler engine run ups.  The morning continues to be disrupted by Whidbey NAS activity. 

Other noise ne hour earlier 

Our home vibrates when these jets fly over our part of the island. It is very loud and you cannot talk over the noise outside. The 

annoying rumble affects our activity. 

Overhead 

Passing by slowly 

Passing close - twice 

passing close by at least 3 times 

passing jet 

passing jet 

Pelletstove and television making noise, house doors/windows closed--still interrupted. 

Periodic but continuous rumbling of jet engines throughout this afternoon (and in the later morning).  Very disruptive. 

Persistent ROARONG.  Very Loud.  Vibrates my home.  Lopez Island. 

Persistent rumble causing ear pain and headache 

Please keep pressure on all of our elected officials.  It is the only hope we have of influencing the behavior of the navy.  HELP HUSH 

WHIDBEY NAS!  Elected officials really do not like their feet being held to the fire.  Keep up the pressure. 

Pretty darn loud today, enough to be disturbing, felt the vibration. 

profound, sustained rumble. 

Prolonged roar and rumble and vibration.  Mud Bay, Lopez 

Prolonged roar, rumble and vibration.  Mud Bay, Lopez island 

PROLONGED rumble and ROAR and vibration.  Just because I can't see it does not mean I don't know what it is! 

PROLONGED THUNDEROUS ROARING and VIBRATION.  What a way to start the day. Thanks a lot. 

Quite a few flyovers this evening by Growler along with other jet flight sounds not too distant.  Loud and prolonged engine roar. 

Very distracting.  Stopped conversation before we figured out what was going on. 

Quite loud ground rumble, louder than normal (sadly the rumble is becoming normal) rattled window.  Happened twice within 2 

minutes 

Rattled windows, interrupted activites. 

Repeated low flyovers, loud enough to drown out conversation in public meeting place:  library. 

Repeated rumbling and rattling house over the last two days, until late into the evening (now it is almost midnight) 

ridiculously loud, stop it 



Roar 

Roar and rumble and vibration, Lopez, Mud Bay 

ROAR and RUMBLE and VIBRATION.  the noise continues on Mud bay, Lopez 

Roar and rumble, extended and prolonged. 

Roar and vibration continue from unseen jet.  Engine run-up?  Jet take off or landing. Whatever it is, I can hear it and feel it from 14 

miles away. 

Roar and vibration continues this morning.  Very disruptive. 

Roar and vibration from jet engines.  Long and persistent all afternoon. Mud bay, Lopez island 

Roar and vibration, low over house. Every few minutes until 1133 am 

ROAR and VIBRATION, Mud Bay, Lopez 

Roar and vibration. 

Roar going on for some time - very hard to sleep with this.  FCLP's? 

Roar rumble vibration. Mud Bay, Lopez 

Roar, ongoing. 

roar, rumbled and vibrated house 

Roaring aircraft nearby or overhead, cloud cover. 

Roaring and deep vibration.  The house shuddered. 

Roaring and rumbling continues 

Roaring and rumbling penetrate the house 

ROARING and RUMBLING.  Our home is vibrating. 

Roaring and vibrating.  Jet noise all around. 

ROARING and vibration, seemingly all day today, February 12, Lopez 

Roaring and vibrations continue. 

ROARING jet engine noise vibrating home again. 

Roaring jet noise and vibration.  Feels like an earthquake. 

Roaring noise from flying jets in the vicinity. 

Roars and window rattling 

Rumble & higher frequency jet noise 

Rumble and ration of entire house.  Rattling glasses. Disrupted peace. 

Rumble and vibration at this very late hour woke me up. Is it an earthquake or, perhaps, the growler jet engines?? 



Rumble and vibration continue.  The floor and windows are vibrating. 

Rumble and vibration inside house 

rumble and vibration loud enough to interrupt conversation on phone inside. 

Rumble and Vibration on and off all day. 

Rumble and vibration PROLONGED has started, Mud Bay, Lopez island 

Rumble and vibration set off neighbor's car alarm. Noise heard before noon and off and on during the afternoon. 

Rumble continuous 6:30pm - 10:30pm 

Rumble from engine runup (?) was loud enough to make conversation on the beach impossible 

Rumble has vibrated dishes and is intrusive 

Rumble hurts my head and ears.  Wonderful weapon, but please don't us it on us! 

rumble like thunder until 10:15 pm 

Rumble that is sometimes felt 

Rumble vibrated things in the house Regular high pitch jet noise was noisey 

"Rumble vibrated things in the house 

Regular high pitch noise was noisey but moderate" 

Rumble, loud and low.  Multiple events 

Rumble, roar and vibration penetrating the house. Mud Bay, Lopez 

Rumbling - not loud but could be felt under my skin. 

Rumbling and vibrating AGAIN.  All afternoon!!!! 

Rumbling and vibration has been almost continous for several hours today.   Very unpleasant and disruptive. 

Rumbling and vibration over Hughes Bay 

Rumbling and vibration......all morning. 

Rumbling engine noise, very distracting 

Rumbling heard from inside school-very loud outside 

rumbling heard intermittently through noon hour. This is a library - we should have to work being terrified! 

Rumbling jet engine noise and vibration this evening.  A Wall of Noise keeps me from sleep. 

Rumbling was so loud my ears hurt for the first time. Vibration so intense objects fell off my desk. 

Run ups of Growler engines- a steady ruining of the quality of an otherwise lovely summer evening, grating upon any sense of well 

being.  Terrible sounds to endure 

Same as earlier in evening--competing noise of the television and loud music program should have been sufficient to miss hearing 

this with doors and windows closed. 



saw both aircraft, worktable and house vibrated. 

Series of intermittent rumbles with vibrations.  Woke me from sleep when I felt the bed vibrate.  Then I was unable to fall asleep for 

the next hour as the disturbances continued. 

Shaken to my core, ears hurt, low rumbles simply have to stop 

shaking house 

Shook the house, items fell in china hutch 

Sighted aircraft flying NE across Lopez village 

Sighted E-18 flying north directly in center of San Juan Channel, over Fridat harbor, then east over Orcas and Turtle Back Mountain - 

sighted from Bayshore Dr on west side if Fisherman Bay. 

slow passing by 

Slow, loud, nearby passage 

Slowly passing by - in the clouds twice - 

Small children are scared of the noise and it disrupts map time 

smaller jet, flying low along south border of Lopez Island east to west with slow turn to south just past Lopez, continued noise on/off 

until 4:08pm 

So annoying--why so much? Is it because we complained to a Congressman? 

Some loud, others rumbles. Also 8:42am, 9:18am, 9:30am, 10:20am, 11:05am, 11:20am, 11:38am 

Some near flyovers from Growlers and constant rumbling from areas surrounding my house. 

sound only for a couple of minutes 

Sounded like the takeoff and/or landing noises from Whidbey 

sounds like engine testing, and we get no break...you continue to shatter my life! 

Sounds like engine testing.  Vibration and ominous rumble.  Animals have run to hiding..too much! 

Sounds like jets are flying right overhead.  BIG rumbling and the house is vibrating.  Cloudy skies 

Sounds like today will be a repeat of HORRIBLE yesterday with thunder and vibrations due to jet engines.  No idea what is going on, 

but the excessive and continuous rumbling is disruptive to what I need to do today. 

Started at 9:54 still going .... sounds like engine testing or runnups 

stays going on and on 

Stop flying over homes and populations. install mufflers like was designed. be a good neighbor. go somewhere else. I am sure I am 

wasting my time reporting this.  The navy could care less about others. 

Stopped conversation while noise ran its course 

Stopped conversation: "What's THAT?" 

Strong ground rumble, shook and vibrated windows. 



Strong rumble and vibration interrupting a phone call. 

Sunday morning.  The roaring sound starts. 

Terrible noise. This is not acceptable from neighbors. Reduce the noise not only from maintenance but flying. Do you know what 

noise reduction for jet engines are. If not ask the commercial airlines. 

terrified the animals on my property, vibrated the house, uncomfortably, and sent my heart rate way up.I/m old...that is not good! 

The constant rumble and vibration has been continual all day and night long.  It is intolerable! 

The daily misery continues...... 

The disruptive jet roaring continues.  Another rolling thunder intrudes into our home, though windows and doors are closed.  I feel 

the vibrations in the floor. 

The engine roaring has begun.  I am trying to concentrate on writing a report.  Very difficult when the roaring and vibration is 

constant like this. My feet on the floor feel the vibration. 

The engine rumbling is increasing in intensity and the rumbling can now be felt through the floor.  Why is it necessary to make such 

noise when ordinary folks are turning in for the night.  It is a warm night, yet I find I have to close the windows. 

The growlers have been going all day and all evening. Please give it a rest! A few years ago, we could enjoy quiet skies. :( 

The grumbling has been going on for two days. It is so tedious to report this constant irritation. 

The house is vibrating.  This has been going on ALL MORNING.  Jet engine noise and vibration is all around. 

The jet engine roaring has started this morning, 9:04am.  Mud Bay, Lopez Island. 

The jet engines are rumbling again, jarring me from my concentration on the report I am writing.  I am 14 miles away.  Why do I hear 

this? 

The jet noise begins again for a third day.  Prolonged rumble and vibration. Mud bay, Lopez 

The jet was above the fog but quite loud. 

The loud rumble has been going on most of the day, constantly for the last few hours- the sound of one growler starts to fade and 

another starts up  There is NO peace and quiet  It is beyond invasive and  inconsiderate. 

The navy has been rumbling for several hours today.   It is now 10.15pm and I have to be up at 5.00am.   I am not happy. 

The noise and vibration have been constant again today.  It creates an agitation and unsettling behavior to those exposed. 

The noise has been constant all morning. It stopped at noon   It is difficult to function with this constant noise. 

The noise has been very disturbing all day long.  As far as I am concerned  Whidbey NAS and its apologists can go to hell. 

the noise heart my ears and made the windows rattle 

The past few days have been a constant rumble morning, noon and night.  Very distracting and troubling 

The Roaring and Vibration continue.  Another awful day living 14 miles from NASWI.  14 miles.  I should not be able to hear a thing if 

they would observe normal noise control regulations.  But they don't. They are above the law. 

The ROARING and VIBRATIONS continue, the floor shudders, the chairs vibrate.  This is hell.  Lopez Island 

The roaring continues and continues and continues. Mud Bay, Lopez 



The roaring continues here at 10:30am, Mud Bay, Lopez Island.  Sounds like jets taking off. 14 miles away and the noise sounds like it 

is next door. 

The Roaring continues.  House is vibrating.  Mud bay, Lopez 

The roaring continues.  The house vibrates with each roar. 

The roaring has started.  VERY loud roar, rumble and vibration. 

The roaring, rumble and vibration continue. 

The roaring, rumble and vibration continues.  Sounds like growlers taking off. Mud bay, Lopez 

the rumble is starting already.  I'm trying to practice my music but can't consentrate because of the noise 

The RUMBLING and VIBRATION continues of jets flying around.  Too much fog and cloud cover to see them, but the noise and 

vibration penetrate this home on Mud Bay. 

The rumbling and vibrations continue.  Sounds like jets taking off in the side yard. 

The thunder continues.  Engine ROAR and VIBRATION. 

The vibrations continue, being felt inside the Library on Lopez Island.  Is no location safe? 

The whole house is vibrating from a tremendous roar and rumble. At first I thought something was wrong with the washing machine, 

but it's jet noise. Mud Bay 9am. 

Their third pass today (and I listened to their rumbling most of yesterday too.)   I'm fed up with the Navy. 

There is loud rumbling going on for the last hour. 

There was loud rumbling as I walked along the beach. 

These jets have been making terrible noise for 12 hours today and they are still doing it. Stop the flights. Is there no end? You are not 

good neighbors. Go somewhere else. 

Things shaken in my house 

Third complaint today.  I am soooo tired of listening to the Navy. 

Third instance this morning of growler causing noticeable vibrations of house structure and objects. 

Third loud roar and rumble within 15 minutes.  Like thunder on top of us.  I am assuming that jets are taking off.  Sounds like it is 

next door, when it is 14 miles away.  It is distracting me from my work. 

this has been 24 /7 and now every 15 to 20 minutes the plane fly over head - I am losing my mind 

This has been going on all day off and on 

This map is getting so full in my area that I'm having to click further and further out from where I'm hearing the noise. 

This rumbling is always alarming and has been going on for days. 

Three huge roars and vibrations in the past ten minutes.  Now the jets are flying around. 

three over flights within five minutes!Way should we have to live this way? 

Thundering roar of jet engines 



Thundering roar still persists into evening.  Have to close the windows! 

Thunderous roars and vibrations.  Floor and windows in our home vibrate.  Water in the glass shivers. 

Time is actually all morning long. I can't count how many noisy passes by growlers and other aircraft. This is destruction of our quiet 

rural home 

Time is actually every 10 minutes or so all day long. Same as yesterday. It is louder at south end but much more vibration here. Is 

this because we are on basalt? 

Too loud 

Tremendous LOUD and PROLONGED rumble and roar and vibration right now.   House is vibrating. 

TREMENDOUS ROAR and VIBRATION.  Prolonged. 

Tremendous roar and vibration. Disrupted dinner conversation with guests 

Tried to ignore but after 4 different  planes I needed to report the noise  Very disruptive. Trying to work outside. 

tried using noise cancelling headphones and music and still felt rumble and vibration. disrupted concentration. 

Trying to read in bed.  Unable to concintrate 

Two days of constant jet engine rumbling. I had to go inside, as the noise was driving me INSANE 

Two jets 

Uncomfortable sound disturbing the peace. 

Unprintable! 

"unsettling noise overhead early 

morning & at various times throughout the day. An abomination!" 

upset my lunch conversation 

varying levels of rumble and vibration; sounds like thunder 

very deep, loud rumble heard from inside home 

"very load rumbles for over half an hour 

heard on the west side of San Juan Island in the National Historic Park" 

Very loud 

Very loud 

VERY LOUD and frequent rumbling.   I am sooooooooo tired of listening to noise from NASWI. 

"very loud deep rumbling & earth 

shaking starting Thursday May 15 2014 at 5:27pm and continuing on & off until past 9:10pm over & over. Our dogs bark & even 

mowing lawn with headphones on I heard noise from jets on Whidbey" 

Very loud engine noise and rumbling at 12:50pm.  Vibration in the home. 



Very Loud flights this morning followed by rumbling 

Very loud jet noise in the skies, from the south. 

Very loud rumble and severe vibration, causing items on surfaces within home to rattle and move. 

VERY LOUD rumble and significant vibration.  The panels on the deck are vibrating. 

Very loud rumble, moderate vibration, for approx. 7 mins.  Sound of rumble began low at a distance, increased to very loud for 

about 5 mins (as loud as if it were a passenger jet immediately after takeoff), then subsided.    Time approximate. 

Very loud rumble. Vibrating our walls. 

VERY LOUD rumbling and deep vibration from jet engines. Is this what is called carrier control approach?  It is deafening. 

VERY LOUD rumbling and vibration.  Disruptive. 

Very loud rumbling and vibration. Visiting friend was frightened. Continued from late morning until late afternoon. 

Very loud rumbling for 2-5 minutes at a time twice this evening. 

VERY Loud rumbling,engine roar, vibration. 

Very loud rumbling. 

Very loud, sounds like thunder.   It scares my dog horribly and she  gets under the table and shakes.  It's hard to concentrate on my 

work.. 

Very noisy rumbling continues.  Upsets concentration on my work. 

Very strong rumble, vibrating my office window and disrupting my indoor computer and business activities.  Intermittent, has 

happen several times now a few minutes apart.  Latest was at 9:58 am 

Vibrating inside the house.  Floor is vibrating.  My head is vibrating. 

Vibration and rumble all day. Glasses in cupboard rattled. 

vibration and rumble intermittent and recurring.  House foundation shakes. 

Vibration throughout house. Disrupting sleep. 

Vibrations continue to be felt inside the Lopez Library from what are clearly Growler jet engine operations. 

walls and windows shook 

Way loud. Uncomfortable. Cats scared. 

We are at war here in Washington State. After 10PM and the noise goes on shaking my office building. 

We are currently experiencing a HUGE Roar and Vibration.,  Mud Bay, 6:40pm.  NOW ANOTHER.....   My chair is vibrating. 

We are having a very unpleasant day - constant rumbling 

We could hear only aloud rumbling.  I assume planes taking off.  There were periods of silence then a another loud rumble 

We heard the deep grumble of the growlers about 8:30 pm. Our dog was very stressed. 

We live in Saanich BC and have frequently experienced low level rumbles but this was extreme and felt like the start of an 

earthquake. There were several incidents ongoing during the day, also milder ones since 



We moved from the deck inside to reduce the sound impact 

We often have rumbling, sometimes louder than this, but the shaking is worse than ever before, literally shaking the house 

WE were inside the house and the house shook from the vibration of the plane flying over. 

"We were trying to 

Sleep but were disturbed by the constAnt rumbling and had to shut window...still loud" 

Wearing, disruptive  and continuous.  too much to stay sane or healthy. both overflights, mostly engine testing....So painful, and 

hard! 

While putting my child to bed we both hear and felt the rumble. 

While walking in the village this morning I experienced extremely disruptive noise, rumble and vibration from unseen jet engines, 

the same as at my home on the south end.  The village is 28 miles from NASW. 

Why aren't these guys in bed (or in a bar somewhere) for Chrissake?  It's gone 9.00pm. 

Why do I have to listen to this constant low rumble that distracts my thots, conversation - at the dinner hour? 

window rattled 

Window rattler...ongoing for 10+ mins now, frequently... 

Windows in my house were shaking from the rumble noise 

windows rattled 

Windows rattling 

Windows rattling.  Ongoing. 

"windows shook 

was treating clients in what was intended to be a quiet environment" 

windows vibrated 

WITHOUT LET-UP today.  ROARING all day.  The house vibrates.  I am startled out of my train of thought. Just for the record, 3:19pm: 

ROARING AND VIBRATING on MUD BAY. 

woke me up 

Woke me up relaxing in the hot tub. Disturbing to be into this world with a lot of noise. 

"Wood stove parts and dishes vibrating. 

Also, noise interrupted concentration" 

Yet another comment for the record: Loud engine sounds preventing sleep. Sound of Growlers endlessly into the night. There is no 

justice for ordinary people- the Navy trumps all... 

Yet another day of intermittent rumbling disrupting our once quiet, rural island. 

Yet another day of noise.   Peace and quiet are departed from the San Juans 

YET ANOTHER in this continuous series of THUNDEROUS roars through our home, vibrating the floor and our bones. 



Yet another jet roaring above our house. 

yet another loud rumble and vibration.  I feel unable to be in my home. 

yet another roar and rumble 

Yet another roar and rumble and vibration.  Will this go on all morning????  All day???? 

Yet another roar and rumble from growler.  Mud bay, Lopez 

Yet another ROAR and RUMBLE that vibrates my home and my body. Lopez island 9:16am 

yet another roar and rumble.  Will this continue all day, like yesterday? 

Yet another ROAR and Vibration 

YET another ROAR and VIBRATION  in a continuous thundering day of jet noise.  Doors closed, windows closed, yet I hear it loud and 

clear, and feel the house and my body vibrate. 

YET ANOTHER ROAR and VIBRATION, Lopez island 

YET another roar and vibration.  This has been almost continuous today. 

Yet another roar rumble and vibration. Mud bay, Lopez 

YET ANOTHER ROAR, RUMBLE, VIBRATION.  What a morning. 

YET another ROAR, THUNDER and VIBRATION. 

Yet another THUNDEROUS ROAR and prolonged vibration in our home. 

Yet ANOTHER tremendous roar, rumble and VIBRATION in our home. 

Yet another unpleasant day of intermittent rumbling.   It is now after 10.00pm and no let up. 

You guys had been relatively good for a while.  Guess something happened to make you again feel free to be obnoxious. 


